
This new Wasp Junior powered transport ranks as one

of the world's fastest multi-motored passenger planes.

It cruises at 203 miles per hour at 10,500 feet and has

a top speed of 221 at 5,000 feet.

The two Wasp Juniors which power this 12 place Electro

develop 420 h.p. each at 2,200 r.p.m. at 5,000 feet.

THE LOCKHEED ELECTRA

is POWERED /tv

PRATT & WHITNEY



ship took off, in 1927, Eclipse units have been standard equipment

of the United Air Lines fleet. Newest United Boeing 247 transports

carry Eclipse engine driven dynamotors, radio receiving dynamotors,

vacuum pumps, engine starters, landing gear motors, switches, control

boxes and various other units.
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All Weather Aviation

Mobilgas in the Tank...

“Adsorb”Mobiloil Aero

in the Engine

QURE SHE'S OKAY. Okay to take the air

O' without cough or spit. Okay to skim the

range, span a desert. Because she’s gassed

up right. Oiled up with the best there is.

Aviation Mobilgas—the modern aviation

gasoline with “Climatic Control”— keeps

the motor purring at its best. Blow hot or

cold, wet or dry, heavy ground air or high-

altitude light!

In the engine— Mobiloil Aero-with
the improved “ Adsorb Property.” It clings

to cylinder walls, actually permeating the

minute pores of the metal. To maintain a
permanent lubrication film even after the

engine stops. Which means less starting up
wear. More hours between overhauls.

Take on a trial filling of both Mobilgas

and Mobiloil Aero. Try out Mobilgrease on

your rocker arms too. And Mobiloil Air-

craft Instrument Oil and Gargoyle Compass
Fluid. See what a difference they make.

Mobiloil & Mobilgas
SOCONY-VACUUM CORPORATION

WRIGHT CYCLONES Me

LATEST EQUIPMENT

SWISSAIR

S
WISSAIR, the fastest airline on the European Continent, operates hi

dreds of thousands of miles annually over the picturesque Alpi

Mountains. Wright Engines are standard power equipment of this a

line—chosen for their dependable service and economy of operatii

In 1929 SWISSAIR purchased a fleet of tri-motored Fokker mot

planes powered by Wright “Whirlwinds.” SWISSAIR inaugurated

express service between Zurich, Munich and Vienna in the spring

1932—with single-engine Lockheed Orion monoplanes powered

575 h.p.Wright “Cyclones." Schedules on this high-speed service hi

been maintained for two years with striking regularity, without ac

dent or even a forced landing—a tribute to the reliable performat

of the Wright “Cyclones.”

The latest types of SWISSAIR equipment are powered by 700 h

Wright “Cyclone" Engines. The 17-place Curtiss-Wright Condor a

the 11 -place General Aviation GA-43, scheduled to be placed

service this spring, will again increase the passenger, freight a

air mail facilities of SWISSAIR—one of the world's leading airlir

WRIGHT
AERONAUTICAL CORPORATION
PATERSON NEW JERSEY

A DIVISION OF CURTISS-WRICIIT CORPORATION
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Air Mail Legislation

in the Making
Congress debates new codes full of startling features

W HATEVER may come out of

the present confusion of coun-

sels on the subject of air trans-

port, at least one thing is

certain. We are about to see the execu-

tion of another fundamental change in

air mail policy and in the basis of the

financial relations between the trans-

port lines and the government. These

great landmarks seem to be destined to

arrive approximately at three-year in-

tervals. The first was the Kelly Act

of 1925, that first made it possible for

commercial airline operators to get some

kind of financial encouragement from

the government. The second major

modification was the route certificate

act of 1928, recognizing the principle

that there must be a substantial

guarantee of continued government as-

sistance over a much longer term than

that of a four-year contract if properly

equipped and properly organized trans-

port systems were to be developed. Next

came the Watres Act of 1930. changing

the system of compensation for carrying

the mail and giving the Postmaster

General a degree of freedom that enabled

him to encourage and to compensate

provisions for carrying passengers on

mail lines and allowed him also to dis-

criminate among would-be operators

with a view to recognizing the rights

of pioneers in the field and to give well-

organized enterprises, manned by per-

sonnel of demonstrated experience and

competence, a preference over new-born

promotions. Now it is 1934. and new
legislation based on the expcri.n -c ac-

cumulated since 1930 is perhaps already

overdue. For more than a year new
plans have been in the making, the sub-

ject of painstaking study by the Post

Office's Committee of the House of Rep-
resentatives, but with the dramatic

gesture of contract cancellation on Feb.

came to an end. Manifestly if we are

to have any air mail service at all, or

any other kind of air transport, we have

to get some new legislation without

further delay. Both Houses of the Con-

gress have been forced to start a high-

pressure consideration of the subject.

A storm of bills

From Feb. 10 to March 10 there have
been introduced some 40 air mail bills.

Most of them have about as much
chance of survival as a snowflake fall-

ing to the ground in the last unseason-

able flurry of spring. The Kelly bill of

a year ago has reappeared in a dozen

forms, with as many different Con-

gressmen's names attached and embody-

ing every conceivable combination of

pound-mile rates of payment upon every

sort of a sliding scale. From the whole

mass there originally stood out one

measure of transcendent importance,

outstanding because it represented the

apparent present desires of the Presi-

dent as recorded in his letter of March 7

to the chairmen of the responsible com-

mittees of the Senate and the House of

Representatives. Within 48 hours after

receipt of the letter identical bills had

been introduced into the two houses (in

order that hearings might start in both

places at once). The House bill bore

the name of Mr. Mead of Buffalo, N. Y.,

chairman of the Committee on Post

Offices and Post Roads. The Senate

version, identical in text, is remarkable

in that it appears under joint sponsor-

ship, the credit for its appearance split

two ways between Senator McKellar

of Tennessee and Senator Black of

Alabama. Senator McKellar is chair-

man of the Senate committee dealing

with postal affairs, and although he was
one of the warm advocates of the Watres

Act at the time of its passage and
showed a particular interest in the pos-

sibility that the Postmaster General’s

privilege of extending lines might be

through his (Senator McKellar's) state

he has since become a pronounced

sceptic on the necessity of maintaining

air mail appropriations at anything like

the accustomed level. Within the past

few weeks he has been one of the most

energetic upholders of the Postmaster

General's action in cancelling the air

mail contracts, and has lost no oppor-

tunity of expressing his conviction that

fraud and collusion had been amply

proved and that no further discussion

on those points was in order. His col-

league in the sponsorship of the new
legislation, Senator Black, needs no in-

troduction to anyone interested in avia-

tion. As chairman of the special com-

mittee that has been engaged in an un-

remitting search for the appearance of

evil in American air transport over a
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number of months past, popular assump-

tion gives him a large share of the

credit for having persuaded the Ad-
ministration that summary action should

be taken on Feb. 9 without waiting for

the employment of any of the ordinary

processes of law.

Administration proposals

The most conspicuous features of the

Mead-McKellar-Black bill are: (1) a

provision for a completely new deal on

air mail, with a reawarding of all con-

tracts by competitive bidding and with

the previous operators not only receiv-

ing no especially preferential considera-

tion but actually put under unique handi-

caps; (2) an opening of all routes to

the widest possible competition through

allowing the recipient of a contract six

months after the date of its award be-

fore having to start operations; (3) the

transfer, at the end of three years, of

authority over air transport and of the

power of decision relative to air mail

contract awards and payments to the

Interstate Commerce Commission; (4)

an elaborate code of limitations upon the

action of the Postmaster General, to

prevent him from doing any of the

things of the doing of which in the past

the Administration has disapproved

:

(5) the complete disassembly of all

holding companies or mergers involving

airline operation, and in particular the

issuance of a final decree of divorce

between the operation of lines and the

manufacture of equipment: (6) the

penalization by permanent banishment

from the industry of all persons having

been at any time involved in "any com-

bination to prevent the making of any

bids for carrying the mails” (and with-

out specification of the way in which

such involvement is to be determined) ;

(7) the limitation of the compensation

that any individual may ever at any

time receive from air transport opera-

tions to a maximum of $17,500 per year

from all sources combined (though even

in the lowest depths of the present de-

pression the government allows a maxi-

mum of $60,000 a year to railroad of-

ficials)
; (8) a fixing of the salaries and

terms of employment of pilots and co-

pilots by the Secretary of Commerce;

(9) an interlocking of commercial and

military aviation through requiring that

the Secretaries of War and of the Navy
shall participate in determining the type

of equipment that is to be used on air

mail lines, through a demand upon all

air mail operators that they shall when-
ever requested carry pilots of the Army,
Navy, or Marine Corps (including the

Reserve) as co-pilots on their ships,

and through a stipulation that all pilots

holding Reserve commissions may have

leave of absence for a month out of each

year to go on active service; (10) a

prohibition of the upbuilding of any
large-scale transport systems, through

provisions that no contract may ever

be sold or transferred, that no con-

tractor may hold any of the stock of any
other mail-carrying company, and that

no one company shall hold any two con-

tracts on routes of major importance,

even though the two be absolutely non-
competitive (it is even prohibited that

a contractor on a major route shall own
any of the lines serving as feeders of

that route) ; (11) that the air mail post-

age rate shall be lowered tb a flat 5

cents per ounce (which everyone ap-

plauded, and which almost everyone
wanted to see amplified by arrangement
for a 3-’ccnt “diagram").

In the course of the hearings, with
an impressive array of witnesses in-

cluding Lindbergh and Rickenbacker
and Clarence Chamberlin and Amelia
Earhart and executives and pilots of

transport lines, both mail-carrying and
independent, and a miscellany of pre-

sumed experts on air transport and
people with schemes to push, it became
quite apparent that the responsible com-
mittees as a whole had no fixed bias in

favor of the bill as originally drawn
and no intention of rushing it through.

It became apparent that a substantial

proportion of their membership had
either conceived on their own account
or been brought to believe as the result

of the testimony offered that some of

the provisions of the bill were unwork-
able and that others were outrageously

unfair, and there developed a heartening
assurance of substantial amendment be-

fore final passage. It is difficult to pick

out a few names among many, but Sen-
ators Logan of Kentucky and O’Ma-
honey of Wyoming (both Democrats)
and Barbour of New Jersey and La-
Follette of Wisconsin, and Congressmen
Mead (chairman of the House Com-
mittee) and Kelly (long famed as a
student of air mail and a thorough ex-
pert on its workings) were among the

most actively interested and among the

most helpful of cross-examiners and the

most sympathetic of listeners to any
specific criticisms of the original draft

and arguments in favor of amendment.
Despite the probability of substantial

change in the original bill, it serves as
a point of departure and as a record of
the original desires of the Administra-
tion and its apparent spokesmen in Con-
gress. Some of its provisions, such as
the one dissociating operation from
manufacture, are almost certain to sur-
vive in permanent legislation. Others,

such as the extremely severe limita-

tions on the future participation in mail

contracting of companies that have held
contracts in the past, are almost sure
to be amended. In a discussion of some
of the sections of the bill and of their

possible consequences, we are taking oc-

casion also to mention from time to

time the criticisms that have been made
by witnesses on the several points and
the probability of consequent amend-
ment of the bill and the probable nature
of such changes. There is unlikely to

be any final agreement before April 15.
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[Just as we are on the point of going
to press Senators McKellar and Black
introduce a new bill, making minor
modifications in the original draft.

Most of the provisions that seemed to

make the original bill unworkable have
been retained in the revision. The most
outrageously unfair item in the original

form, that prohibiting any bidding by
any company which at the time had a
claim against the government on ac-

count of cancellation of a previous con-

tract, has been cut out, but it has been
replaced by an equally astonishing spe-

cification that all individuals, regard-

less of individual guilt or innocence,

who participated in the Post Office De-
partment conferences in 1930 are to be

henceforth debarred from any connec-

tion with the air mail. The new bill ex-

plicitly authorizes the Interstate Com-
merce Commission to grant three-year

extensions of contract, and it proposes

a postage rate of 6 cents instead of 5.]

Netc loir in rates

The competitive bidding provisions

set limitations on compensation which
go far below anything that has ever

been suggested in all the pound-mileage
rate discussions of the past. The maxi-
mum allowed in any bid would be 30

cents per mile for carrying 300 lb. of

mail, and 6 cents at the outside for each

200 lb. thereafter. The pound-mileage
rate would thus be a maximum of one
mill on 300 lb. and 3/10 of a mill above
that mark, as against the 2 mills that

has generally been considered as fairly

compensatory and the 4 mill that is the

minimum limit to which most of the

sliding-scale schemes of the past have

proposed to descend after the amount of

mail carried has reached a very high

level indeed. A further check is sup-

plied by an absolute limitation to an
absolute maximum payment of 40 cents

per mile, even though the amount of

mail put on a plane by the government
should run up to a ton and completely

displace the passengers who might
otherwise be carried. The unfairness of

this provision having been protested by
many witnesses, the responsible com-
mittees have appeared to agree that

some liberalization or even the total

elimination of a maximum would be
desirable. As a further insurance that

no one shall be able to make out of air

transport any profit that may be re-

garded as excessive, the competitive

bidding provisions of the bill are sup-

plemented by specific authorization to

the Postmaster General to audit the

books of each contractor and periodical-

ly to reduce their rates of payment by
executive fiat if in his opinion the “pub-

lic interest” justifies it The contractor

would not even have the somewhat
tenuous protection provided by the pro-

visions heretofore existing that the peri-

odic readjustments of compensation

should be arrived at by negotiation be-

tween the representatives of the gov-

ernment and those of the contractor,

—

a provision which, of course, has not
prevented the making of many very sub-
stantial reductions in the rate of mail

pay over the past four years.

Fragmentary air transport

?

Though the draft does not go so far

as to describe an air mail map in detail,

it does provide that there shall be at

least three transcontinental routes ex-

tending substantially from coast to coast.

It seems to have been the clear inten-

tion of the Congressional sponsors of

the bill, or at the very least the impres-
sion of most of the members of their

committees, that these trans-continental

routes would be let as units. Officials

of the Post Office Department, however,
have astounded and agonized the bulk of

the aeronautical world and certainly

surprised a number of the committee
members by asserting the superior de-
sirability of breaking each trans-conti-

nental route into several fractions and
contracting for each segment separately

and with a different carrier. Plenty of
witnesses have come forward to pro-

test the virtual certainty of an alarming
loss of efficiency and increase of cost by
any such dissection of long-haul routes.

Commission government

Though the language is not entirely

clear, it seems to be the general under-
standing among those in best position to

interpret the meaning of the bill that

the three-year contracts now to be let

would in effect be carried forward in-

definitely by the issuance of certificates

of convenience and necessity that would
be the essential equivalent of the route

certificates and route warrants hereto-

fore issued. The major change pro-
posed would be in a granting of the

new certificates three years hence by the

Interstate Commerce Commission rather
than by the Post Office Department.
Upon that point the representatives of

every aeronautical interest joined in ac-

claiming the expressed purpose with a
unanimity rare in aeronautical history.

Apparently everybody, whatever posi-

tion he may have taken on past practices

in awarding mail contracts, now wants
to get the matter out of the political

sphere and into the hands of a non-
political and more or less judicial body.

There was, however, some little ob-
jection, in fact a good deal, to tossing

the problem into the lap of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission. That body
already has about all that any one
agency can do to handle the railroad.

It also includes no aeronautical special-

ists among its present membership, and
it was urged that there should either

be a separate panel of the Interstate

Commerce Commission created specifi-

cally and exclusively for aeronautical

matters and staffed by men with aero-

nautical knowledge, or that there should

be set up a wholly new aviation com-
mission. To that objection and recom-
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mendation, too, the committees listened

with sympathetic understanding and
with evidence of some degree of accept-
ance of the argument.

Aside from a proposal that some other
body could better do the work, aero-
nautical witnesses confined themselves

to expressing regret that it should be
considered necessary to wait three years
and to voicing with varying degrees of

fervor their wish that a commission
might take the matter over upon the

moment. Some progress was made in

that direction when Senator O’Mahoney
of Wyoming, lately First Assistant
Postmaster General and now a member
of the Post Office committee, introduced
a bill of his own. The O’Mahoney bill,

offered as at least a partial alternative

to the McKellar-Black measure and hav-
ing the pledged support of several
Democratic members of the Post Office

Committee besides its author, under-
takes to eliminate entirely the subsidy
features of air mail, to allow the alloca-
tion of the mail among all available air-

lines and to pay compensation for car-

rying it fairly remunerative for the

services performed, and to transfer all

responsibilities in connection therewith
from the Post Office Department to the
Interstate Commerce Commission at the
very earliest moment at which the Com-
mission can get ready to receive them.

[A last-minute development is the in-

troduction of an entirely new measure
by Senator McCarran, junior democratic
member of the Black Investigating Com-
mittee. Senator McCarran proposes to
carry the commission idea still further

and in still closer harmony with recom-
mendations of expert witnesses by pro-
viding for a new air transport com-
mission of five members to be charged
with the supervision of all air mail
finances. The McCarran bill further
proposes the elimination of competitive
bidding, with awards made by the
newly-created commission to the oper-
ators best able to perform service and
compensation on a pound-mileage basis
and on a sliding scale. It still further
eliminates the penalization of individu-
als engaged in air transport in the past,

while preserving the prohibitions on in-

terlocking directorates and on manu-
facturing affiliations.]

Next to the suggestion that a com-
mission should come into the regula-
tory field, and the Post Office Depart-
ment recede into the background, the
section of the McKellar-Black bill com-
manding most general support was that

which authorized the governmental fix-

ing of maximum flvmg hours and mini-
mum pay for pilots and co-pilots. There
is general agreement that that matter
ought to come out of the realm of con-
stant bargaining and possible periodic

warfare and be put under government
supervision, preferably under the con-
trol of the same agency which will to

a large extent fix the income out of
which the pilots' salaries must be met.
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This is the second of two articles on the 1933 survey flight of Col. and Mrs.

Charles A. Lindbergh, written by Commander Weems and based on informa-

tion furnished by Colonel and Mrs. Lindbergh. As in the first article. Com-
mander Weems has also drawn on such sources as Pan American Airways, of

which Colonel Lindbergh is technical advisor, and the American Museum of

Natural History, to which the airplane and its equipment has been presented.

This concluding installment is devoted largely to a discussion of the long over-

water sections of the flight and the equipment used in celestial navigation.

The Flight of

The "Tingmissnrfoq**
The authoritative account of the 1933 survey flights of the Lindberghs

By Lt.-Comder P. V. H. Weems
US.N. Retired

O
N THE long over-water flight

from Bathurst to Natal, Dec. 6,

1933, full use was made of dead

reckoning, radio, and celestial

navigation. Unique problems were met

and successfully solved. British Ad-
miralty Mercator Charts of the South

Atlantic ocean (scale :1 : 7.727.000) were
used on this leg; Chart 2060A for the

eastern section, and Chart 2060B for

the western section. It was found that

a straight rhumb line on these charts in

low latitudes was sufficiently close to the

great circle for practical purposes. As
usual, the plotted course was divided and
marked for 100 knot intervals. The true

and magnetic courses were written di-

rectly on the charts.

The charts to a convenient Mercator
scale showed the variation for every two
degrees, as well as islands and the con-

tours of the shores of Africa and South
America. Lines of position obtained by
radio or by celestial navigation, were
plotted directly on the chart.

W'ind forces neutralised

The latest weather charts indicated a
northeast wind near Africa, and a
southeast wind near South America,
with the force and direction of the wind
in each case nearly equal and fairly con-

stant. Since the weather was about

normal. Colonel Lindbergh estimated

that the wind drift on the first half of

the hop would be compensated by the

opposite wind in the last half. It

turned out to be about that way, though
of course he does not recommend this as

a fixed rule.

The compass course was therefore set

allowing for the variation and the devia-

tion, but making no allowance for the

wind. The first sextant observations

showed the plane to be about 40' south

of the route, but no alteration was made
to get back on the course. Later, an-
other series of observations were taken

near the island of St. Pauls Rocks,

which was not far from the destination.

The position from these observations

showed the plane to be nearly on the

original course. At this time, however,
Mrs. Lindbergh got a radio bearing

from the S.S. Westfalen. The plane’s

position had been definitely determined

by celestial navigation and the strength

of the signals indicated the Westfalen
was near the plane on the port beam. It

was therefore decided to turn sharp left

and follow the radio bearing until the

Westfalen was sighted. After flying

about 40 miles on a southerly course,

the ship was sighted, after which a new
and direct course was set for Noronha.

Radio and celestial navigation

Colonel Lindbergh states that on these

long flights a sextant is essential. Also,

by using lines of positions obtained by
radio as well as those obtained by
celestial navigation, he definitely places

these sole means of position finding over
water in the category of practical air

navigation. In theory, this has been
known, and perhaps used to a small ex-
tent yet. in the knowledge of the writer,

this flight is the best example of fin-

ished practical air navigation. Inci-

dentally, it was found that greater ac-

curacy in the use of the sextant was pos-

sible when the plane was steered by the

directional gyro than when it was
steered by the magnetic compass. It is

possible to hold the plane much steadier

in the former case.

Team work on the flight

The many duties in flight were about

evenly divided. The principal tasks

were piloting the plane, operating the

radio, taking drift and ground speed ob-

servations, taking and reducing celestial

navigation observations, and keeping the

log of the plane. These duties were di-

vided differently than on the other out-
standing navigational flight,—that of
Wiley Post and Harold Gatty. Post did
nothing but pilot the plane, and Gatty
did nothing but navigate. In fact the

Winnie Mac was not fitted for dual con-
trols, and communication between Post
and Gatty was done by voice tubes and
by written notes on a string. Further-
more, little attention was given to, and
no practical benefit derived from the use
of radio, and therefore more time was
devoted to dead reckoning and celestial

navigation. As a matter of fact, part

of the difference between the two flights

may be accounted for by the different

missions of each.

The Tingmissartoq was fitted with
dual controls, the two cockpits were
connected, and both the Colonel and
Mrs. Lindbergh were capable of doing
any of the work involved. Actually,

however, it was logical to make a clear-

cut division of duties, and this was done.
Colonel Lindbergh did most of the pilot-
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ing, and was relieved at the controls

principally to permit him to take sextant

observations and to reduce the observa-

tions to positions, and in some cases to

make notes and to work on the charts.

Mrs. Lindbergh did all the radio send-

ing and receiving in code; made all drift

and ground speed observations ; kept the

official log of the flight; and handled the

controls when the Colonel was otherwise

Some details of navigation

The accompanying chart shows some
of the navigation accomplished on the

Bathurst-Natal flight. No trick methods
or "gadgets” were used on the entire

flight. The navigation was not hurried

and standard time-proved methods were
used. Several celestial observations

were made for each line of position

shown. A wrinkle was adopted to avoid

the usual tedious calculations for getting

the average of ten or more observations.

Adding several times and the corre-

sponding altitudes in arc, then dividing

them to obtain the average, is a difficult

operation ; in fact, it is the most tedious

part of the calculations. Colonel Lind-

bergh assumed that if he could get as

many as three successive altitudes taken

at equal intervals of time, that the results

of any of the three would not be far out.

It was also found that intervals of about

one minute were convenient and prac-

ticable. In smooth air it was compara-
tively easy to get three consistent

successive observations but in bumpy
air more observations had to be taken in

order to get a string of three good
sextant altitudes. When finally satisfied

with the observations made, one of the

three sights was worked out, the line of

position plotted, and necessary changes
in the navigation made. Finally, as a

check, one of the remaining sights was
worked independently, though the re-

sulting line of position was not plotted.

In no case was it found necessary to

alter course after making celestial ob-
servations. It was not even found neces-

sary to alter course because of drift and

ground speed observations, as on each

leg of the flight the wind was known
sufficiently well to set an accurate course

at the time of take-off, and the compass
and directional gyro offered an accurate

means for steering the desired course.

As Colonel Lindbergh expressed it,

one should expect to reach the destina-

tion by straight dead reckoning, while

radio and celestial navigation give addi-

tional factors of safety, reassurance, and

a definite check on the navigation in

flight. Although any one of the three

available methods suffice under good
conditions, the additional two methods

surely provide a reasonable factor of

safety under most conditions. In stat-

ing how nicely the dead reckoning

worked out, Colonel Lindbergh re-

peatedly stressed the essential need of

both the radio and the sextant. A fin-

ished navigator will require and utilize

all three methods.

Long range radio

On the Bathhurst-Natal hop, Mrs.

Lindbergh was in communication with

the Pan-American radio stations when
less than one hour from Africa. Fol-

lowing are samples of the messages ( re-

ceived by Pan-American station at

Bahia)

:
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Port of Spain—San Juan

On the flight from Port of Spain,
Trinidad to San Juan, Puerto Rico, 752
miles, the navigation was relatively

simple. It was thought advisable, how-
ever. to keep an accurate record or log
of the dead reckoning navigation, then
in case of an unexpected rain squall, or
a forced landing, the plane's position
would be known with reasonable ac-
curacy. The following notes appear on
the British Admiralty Mercator Chart
2060B used for this leg of the flight

:

Other sections of the flight

Dead reckoning and radio were used
for navigation over land and on the
short over-water hops to Europe. On
the Lisbon-Azores flight of more than a
thousand miles effective use was made
of all three available methods.
An additional need for all available

means for safe navigation on the Lisbon-
Azores hop was the fact that the
weather was not good and that, due to
the long distance to be covered, it was
not feasible to turn back once the plane
had passed mid-distance. If under these

s there v fog ii

vicinity of the Azores
tions would provide a reassuring check
m making a land-fall. During the flight
there was a high wind, and too much
haze during the first half making it im-
possible to take sextant observations on
natural horizons. Therefore, bubble
sextant observations were made which
gave an accuracy to within 20 miles.
This might appear rather large, but it

was sufficiently close except for making
a land-fall. As Colonel Lindbergh ex-
plained it, he would have been disap-
pointed not to get closer results, but an
error of even 50 miles in the middle of
a flight would not cause a great loss of
time. This might not be as accurate as
some may wish, but he did not need ex-
treme accuracy under these conditions
of the flight. If the hop is short, celestial

navigation is not needed; if the hop is

long, then a comparatively large error
at mid-distance in the flight would not
cause much loss of time.

When about half way to the Azores
Colonel Lindbergh took several sextant
observations of the sun in order to get
three consecutive consistent ones. Since
radio weather reports gave about .4 visi-

bility at the Azores, and did not indicate

it was getting worse, he could depend
on getting sun observations to make a
land-fall. When about 200 miles from
the Azores two more observations were
made on the natural horizon. The dead

celestial navigation gave checks on the

navigation which were reassuring. Actu-
ally, in each case the dead reckoning
navigation was sufficiently close, yet one

"
The next use of celestial navigation

was on the flight from Ponta Delgado to

Las Palmas. There was a tail wind on
this flight. On approaching the Madeira
Islands, a sun line of position using the
natural horizon indicated that the island
was in sight, although the plane was not

yet due there. The island was sighted

considerably before it was expected, in-

dicating a strong tail wind.

On the Bathurst-Natal hop a series of

sextant sun observations were taken
when about 700 to 800 miles out from
Bathurst The weather was good, and
the natural horizon was used throughout
this 1,800 mile hop. At first, the ob-
servations gave a check on the course,

and then later on the latitude was ob-

tained as the sun moved from east to

south.

The heavy Hydrographic Office

Charts of the oceans when folded were
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sufficiently stiff for use without a sepa-
rate chart board. This saved weight
and still provided reasonable conveni-
ence. A small 180 deg. protractor was
used for laying courses and measuring
angles.

Celestial navigation equipment
More effective use was made of

celestial navigation than on any previous
flight by plane with the exception of
that of Post and Gatty, when Gatty used
it extensively and even made night land-
falls in Siberia by means of the star
altitude curves. The latest equipment
was used and, on the Lindbergh flight

due to the long over-water jumps and
the island flying, was essential. As
Lindbergh points out, celestial naviga-
tion has its greatest value in just such
flights as this—on long distance, un-
scheduled flights, with difficult land-falls

at the destination. While a complete
outfit for accomplishing celestial naviga-
tion was carried on the flight to the
Orient, the over-water distances were
short with the result that this equipment
was needed primarily to determine the
plane's position in case of a forced land-
ing. The 193.3 flight was the first Lind-
bergh made on which he considered this

The principal items of celestial navi-
gation equipment arc the sextant, time-
piece, almanac, and means for convert-
ing observations to position. The Air
Almanac and the Line of Position Book
were used as the last two items. The
extended tables for the Line of Position
Book for Latitudes 60 to 90 deg. were
carried but not used. The Pioneer
octant was chosen because of its cotn-
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96-hour mark before

tag. Both the Longi
the Waltham watches giv
markable accuracy when it is

considered that they were
subjected to varying tempera-

The Astigmatizer was not used. The
instrument used proved entirely satis-

factory except for the fact that the

bubble element gave trouble and inter-

fered with observations made on the

natural horizon. This is no new com-
plaint. In fact, the construction of a
bubble element which will not leak has
proved to be a problem for all bubble

sextant manufacturers.

There have been repeated attempts to

make a satisfactory adjustable bubble,

ally what is needed is a fixed bubble

which requires no time for adjustment
in the air. That the construction of

such a bubble is possible is demonstrated
by the fact that Ellsworth is using a
Bureau of Standards Type Aircraft
Sextant, made on the original govern-
ment order in about 1925, which still

has the original fixed bubble. This is an
important item and should receive the
serious attention of sextant manufac-
turers. As it stands, the aircraft sextant

is the weakest link in celestial navi-

gation.

Special iratches used

the plane. The watches main-
tained their proper rate to
within a fraction of a second
per day—a truly remarkable
performance. The arc-read-

Lindbcrgh himself, and is

combined with the second-set-
ting feature designed by the

writer. As Lindbergh points

and my sidereal watch have
both been reduced in value by
the publication of the Air
Almanac for 1933, since it

nn
gives the Greenwich hour

read- angle direct without the neces-

cini-k sity of finding the equation of
i and time, right ascension or side-

real time. The only need for

the sidereal watch when the

Air Almanac is available is

with star altitude curves,

1933 flight as no night flying requir-

ing their use was contemplated, though
Lindbergh states that these would be
carried under other conditions.

The Air Almanac, designed by the

writer, and published by the Naval Ob-
servatory for 1933, proved the most
helpful of any tables except those in the

Line of Position Book. Lindbergh
states that the Air Almanac is a great

improvement over the Nautical Al-
manac. Most unfortunately, the Air
Almanac was discontinued" in 1934,

though some of its features in emascu-
lated form arc included in the 1934

Nautical Almanac. It is vital to the

aviation world that this publication be
continued; in fact, if the Naval Ob-

tion, some other agency "should.

For those not acquainted with the

principles of celestial navigation, it

t a line of po-

rc-reading second-setting Longines
watch, one second-setting Waltham
watch, and one eight-day Longines
watch with a 24-hour dial to keep track

of the date in high latitudes.

The first two watches gave excellent

service. The eight-day watch did not

bearing obtained from a radio s

may be determined by comparing the
measured sextant altitude of a celestial

body with the computed altitude of the

body. The marine type sextant may be

used when the sea horizon is visible, but
for use without the natural horizon, we
have the bubble sextant which has its

own horizon in the form of the bubble

similar to that in a spirit level. The al-

titude of the observed body is computed
by solving the spherical triangle formed

by the earth's pole, the point on the

earth vertically under the body, and the
assumed (approximate) position of the
observer. Data for the convenient solu-
tion of the triangle is afforded by the

tables for making the calculations^ and
by the Government Almanac which gives
the latitude (declination) and the longi-

tude (hour angle) of the point on the
earth vertically under the body. The
observer is toward the body by the num-
ber of minutes of arc or sea-miles by
which the observed altitude exceeds the
computed

; or away from the body by the

amount the observed altitude falls short
of the computed altitude.

In the past, the tedious computations
required and the difficulty of taking
sextant altitude observations of sufficient

accuracy prevented the wide use of this

means for fixing the plane's position.

With modern simplified tables, improved
sextants and time-pieces, and steadier

planes due to better steering, the method,
while not easy, is entirely practicable as
has been demonstrated by this and
numerous other flights.

Speed simplifies navigation

Lindbergh points out that the high
speeds of modern planes greatly simpli-

fies tile problem of navigation ; es-

pecially wind-drift problems, since the

relative wind effect decreases with an
increase in the speed of the plane. In
the past some people have based the de-

sign of planes on an optimum of speed

in still air, whereas service conditions

and designs should be based on factors

which allow for maximum ordinary

winds.

Thanks to improved panel instru-

ments, the air speed, altitude, and true

course are known fairly accurately.

When traveling at high speeds with all

these data accurately known, the effect

of the wind becomes relatively less, and,

in very low winds, may be ignored for

practical purposes on flights up to sev-
eral hundred miles. If, under these con-

ditions of high speeds and accurately

known courses and air speeds, we make
reasonably accurate drift observations,

the dead reckoning becomes very simple.

In practice, Lindbergh states the air

navigator ought to plan on reaching the

objective by dead reckoning alone; and
under good conditions this should be
done. However, except when aiming
for a large objective, such as a conti-

nent, there is urgent need for an addi-

tional check. When flying to an island,

there is special need for means of

definitely fixing the plane's position.

The only means for determining posi-

tion over water is by radio or by celestial

navigation and, since each of these

methods fails under certain conditions, it

is highly important that the air navi-

gator master both methods. The best

assurance of success is the mastery of

both radio position finding and celestial
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A new Super-Clipper for Pan American Airways

More About

The Sikorsky S- 12
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OVER two years ago, with the

launching of the first of the now
famous Pan-American Clipper

Ships (see Aviation, October,

1931) the initial steps were taken

toward the goal of regular heavier-than-

air transatlantic service. The S-40’s,

although a tremendous advance in size

and weight over anything previously

built in this country, were admittedly

not the ultimate in trans-Atlantic flying

boats, but represented an intermediate

stage in the evolution of the inier-con-

tinental liners of the future. Three units

were built and proved preeminently

successful in plying the Caribbean air-

ways. Day in and day out under all

sorts of conditions their performance
was carefully studied and recorded.

When, a year or so ago, the time came
to write specifications for the next step

toward the Atlantic services, the lessons

learned with the S-40 proved invaluable.

Thus the S-42 emerges from the factory

and enters upon her flight trials backed
not only by years of successful design
and manufacturing technique by the

Sikorsky group of engineers and crafts-

men but also by over six years of operat-
ing and maintenance experience under
the close supervision of Pan-American’s
staff and operating engineers.

Although in performance and carry-
ing capacity the S-42 outranges the

S-40 series by a considerable margin,
there is no such disparity in dimension
and weight as existed between the S-40
and its predecessor, the twin-engined
S-41. The span of the S-42 is 114 ft.

2 in. and the gross weight on which
the stress analysis of the new ship was
based (38,000 lb.) exceeds that of the

original Clipper by about 4,000 lb.

Horsepower has been boosted from 2,300

to 2,700. The weight empty, however, is

some 2,000 lb. less than the S-40 (as a
flying boat), indicating a great gain in

structural efficiency and consequent im-
provement in payload. The clue to the

better performance lies not only in the
added horsepower and the obvious areo-
dynamic improvements, but also in the

smaller total wing area (S-40— 1,740

sq.ft., S-42— 1,330 sq.ft.) and the conse-

quently higher wing loading. Designer
Igor Sikorsky has expressed the opinion

that safety and comfort follow from
relatively high ratios of weight to wing

area. High loadings mean high landing
speed, to be sure, but higher speeds also

mean better control during landing.

From a standpoint of safety, present

landing speed requirements may have
been considerably overrated.

Although actual performance data are

not available at the time of this writing,

it is safe to predict that the specifica-

tions laid down by Pan-American Air-
ways will be met by the S-42. With a
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crew of five (two pilots, radio operator,

mechanic and steward), a full comple-
ment of 32 passengers and baggage, plus

1,000 lb. of mail and express and a full

gasoline supply (1,200 gal.) the ship is

expected to cruise at 150 m.p.h. for a
range of some 1,200 miles. With extra

tankage and without passengers, but

with a considerable payload in mail and
freight, a non-stop range of 2,500 miles

can be counted upon, making long trans-

Atlantic jumps quite feasible with a
comfortable margin to spare.

ISo more booms

As pointed out in our preliminary dis-

cussion (Aviation, March 1934, page

96) the S-42 differs from other Sikor-

sky designs in that the tail surfaces are

carried directly by the hull and not on
open booms. This feature necessitated

considerable revamping of control sur-

faces and their connections and also

made for a somewhat longer hull and
more spacious cabin accommodations.

On going aboard the S-42 through the

after hatchway, its yacht-like propor-

tions are strikingly in evidence. A short

Jacob's ladder brings one over the side

and onto broad rubber-covered walk-
ways (formed by the open hatch covers

laid back onto the deck). A substan-

tial handrail (unshipped in flight, of

course) leads down a solid stairway of

the companionway into the cabin. A
center aisle gives access to all passenger

compartments and to the cockpit for-

ward. Bulkhead doors are all water-

tight, making it possible to seal off any
desired hull section in case of damage to

the plating. Passenger seats are ad-

justable and are hung from the bulk-

heads without legs to the floor. Two
completely equipped toilets and wash-

rooms open off the aisle adjacent to the

companionway. Steward’s equipment,

life rafts, auxiliary fire-fighting equip-

ment and d combination mail and bag-

gage compartment occupy the space in

the hull between the hatch and the tail.

Passenger cabins

Walls and ceiling in passenger com-
partments are lined with walnut-balsa

wood veneer panels, all removable for

inspection of underlying structure. Pads
of rubberized horse-hair between the

liner panels and the bulkhead panels

dampen out vibration and assist in the

sound insulation. Three circular win-
dows are provided in each side of each

compartment, all fitted with shatter-

proof glass and non-openable. Ventila-

tion comes from two overhead ducts

with four adjustable registers in each
cabin section. Fresh air is taken

through a screened opening in the nose

of the "tower" connecting hull and wing,

and delivered through a labyrinth type

water separator to the ducts at a maxi-
mum rate of 42 cu.ft. of air per passen-

ger per minute. Since the boats are in-

tended for tropical operation, no heating

systems have been installed. Control

cables pass through the cabin in con-

duits alongside the air ducts. They may
be opened quickly and easily for inspec-

tion. Floor panels are also removable
in small units to give access to the hull

framing. The cross-frames under the

floor between the bulkheads have been

spaced far enough apart so that a man
may go down into the bottom without

difficulty, and stringers are arranged so

that no water pockets can form between

bulkheads.

Pilot's compartment

The chief pilot is on the left and co-

pilot on the right in the usual manner.

The radio operator and his apparatus

occupy the space behind the co-pilot and

the flight mechanic is stationed behind

the pilot. An interesting sub-division of

functions and of instruments has been
worked out. Only the essential navigat-

ing and engine control instruments

(tachometers and manifold pressure

gages) are on the pilot's boards. The
multiplicity of smaller engine indicating

instruments (such as pressure and tem-

perature gages, fuel gages, etc. I are
mounted on the rear cockpit bulkhead at

the mechanic's post. The pilot in flight

is thus concerned only with flying in-

struments and the mechanic has the re-

sponsibility for the correct operating

conditions for all four engines. The net

result is a great simplification in instru-

ment installations and a considerable

contrast to the maze of dials and indi-

cators that usually face the pilot and
co-pilot on multi-engined airplanes. The
throttle, flap and adjustable pitch con-

trols. ignition switches, master switches,

and the fire extinguisher controls are
suspended from the cockpit roof over-

head within easy reach of both pilots.

The selective throttle arrangement
worked out for the S-40 has also been

applied to the S-42 in somewhat im-
proved form. A door in the forward
cockpit bulkhead gives access to the

anchor winch and to a hatchway in the

forward deck. Just aft of the cockpit a
companionway leads to the outside of

the hull on the port side. Removable

panels in the wall of the passageway

give immediate access to the back of the

mechanic's instrument board. On the

other side of the passage sliding drawers

are provided for two 12 volt storage

batteries. Each is charged by a sepa-

rate generator.

Structural features

The hull is of all-metal construction.

Outstanding feature is the use of flush

type riveting which gives perfectly

smooth surfaces outside. All seams arc

sealed with marine glue and set in fabric



tio’n which carries the four engines is

strut-braced to the hull and is rectangu-

lar in plan. It carries a balanced land-

ing flap along the full length of the

trailing edge. The flap can be set in

various predetermined positions for

take-off, cruising and landing, and is

provided with an ingenious automatic
control which sets it automatically de-

pending on the air speed of the ship.

The wing-tip sections are strongly
tapered with ailerons running prac-

tically the entire length. Aileron con-

trol is of the cable and pulley type—the

cable from each aileron running towards
the center of the wing and attached to a
yoke for differential action. Cables from

balanced forces due to stoppage of one
or more engines. All surfaces are metal

framed covered with fabric. Rudders
and elevators are balanced. Stabilizer

adjustment is obtained through a con-
ventional thread and nut mechanism
operated from large hand wheels in the

cockpit. Control surfaces are all hung
on self aligning ball bearings and are all

equipped with adjustable tabs for minor
adjustment. Tabs are adjustable from
the ground only.

Power plant installation

The four Pratt & Whitney Hornet
R-1690, S3D1-G engines (geared 3:2,

rated 675 hp. at 5.000 ft. at 2,150 r.p.m.)

are mounted on welded steel tube sup-

ports cantilevered out from the front

spar. Each nacelle structure is fully

streamlined and the engines faired by
full N.A.C.A. cowlings which are
quickly removable for maintenance.
Three-bladed controllable pitch Hamil-
ton Standard propellers are fitted. All

pitch control mechanisms are synchro-

nized from the cockpit. Fuel is carried

in eight elliptical shaped tanks in the
wings between the spars. Two tanks

feed each engine. Oil is carried in a

smaller tank between each two main
tanks. The outboard engine tanks are

provided with quick-acting dump valves.

The filling of the tanks is manifolded so

that gas may be pumped in at one point

in the center section of the wing for all

eight tanks. Oil-coolers with the neces-
sary air control valves are mounted un-
der each nacelle in the bottom surface of

The new S-42 exhibits an extraordi-

nary number of interesting and ingeni-

ous structural details which space limita-

tion prohibits full discussion. It is hoped
that in later issues of Aviation we will

be able to illustrate and describe many
of these outstanding features.

the yoke run to the control mechanism
in the cockpit down through the sup-

porting tower.

Tail surfaces follow standard Sikorsky
practice, having rudders and fins of a
special airfoil section to correct for un-
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Wright Field completes flight and static tests on the Boeing 247

Load Test—Full Scale

ALTHOUGH the value of test work
on models is beyond all question,

/-% it is one thing to test a series of

paper tubes to determine the be-

haviour of a monocoque structure, and

quite another to take a transport plane

out of active service and test it to destruc-

tion. Seldom does a laboratory get such

an opportunity as was afforded by the

assignment of one of the Boeing 247 air-

planes to Wright Field for complete

flight and static test. Although the out-

come of the tests has been previously

reported (Aviation, March, 1933, page
95) certain details of the procedure and
results are of sufficient interest to war-
rant further discussion.

Strength tests on the Boeing 247 were
of particular interest since the plane

represented a distinct departure from
previously accepted types of construc-

tion and marked the beginning of the

present trend to metal monocoque low-

wing monoplanes. One of the most im-

portant factors in the investigation was
to determine whether or not that type

of construction would permit of greater

loads and faster schedules than the

planes had previously been licensed to

undertake. The fact that under static

test the fuselage of the plane withstood

loads up to 52 tons where a maximum
of only 30 tons was required was an
indication of the essential soundness of

the design. Significant also is the fact

that the plane submitted for test was
not taken from current factory produc-

tion, but was withdrawn from active

scheduled flying after some 1.400 hours

of passenger carrying. Tests were

made on the basis of a gross load of

13.650 lb., some 550 lb. greater than the

present licensed gross weight. In view

of the results, application has been

made for an increase in the permissible

gross load up to 13.650 lb.

Before being put into the laboratory

the airplane was flown under a wide

variety of conditions by a number of

pilots and its behaviour carefully watched

and recorded. It was flown in smooth

and rough air, at all speeds between

stalling and above 180 m.p.h. with the

wheels up. and between stalling and level

high speed flights with wheels down. No
unusual vibration developed at any speed

when flying with two engines. When fly-

ing with one engine with the trimming
tab on the rudder in an extreme position,

a slow vibration of the control surface

was observed by looking back at the rud-

der from the cockpit but was not notice-

able on the rudder pedal. This vibra-

tion did not show any tendency to build

up and stopped as soon as two-engine
flight was resumed.
Although flight tests were interpreted

in the light of Air Corps requirements

for stability and maneuverability, no
outstanding faults were reported. Ele-

vator and rudder loads were considered

a little “heavy” under certain conditions,

but were easily corrected through the

use of the trimming tabs. As far as

stability was concerned, it was recorded

that once the plane has been balanced

for any particular condition of power or

load by the use of the tabs, it could be

flown "hands-off” satisfactorily.

After flight testing was completed, the

ship was moved to the laboratory where

it first ran the gamut of the standard Air

Corps vibration tests. The natural fre-

quencies of all parts of an airplane struc-

ture may be determined by applying

vibrations of known amplitude and fre-

quency by mechanical means (see Avia-

tion. January, 1934, page 21). All

possible methods of vibrating wings,

fuselage, tail surfaces were applied and

the frequency of the controlled tab sys-

tems was determined. The only portion

of the structure which fell outside the

limits imposed by the Air Corps, were

the engine mounts where the natural

period was felt to be a little too close to

the normal rate of vibration of the en-

gine at cruising speed to be entirely sat-

isfactory. Such a condition is, however,

correctable by changing the rubber

mounting bushings. Particular attention

was made to the vibration period of the

rear sections of the fuselage, but when all

tail surfaces were in place and other ac-

cessories mounted, no abnormal condi-

tions developed over the range of loading

studied.

With the vibration explorations out of

the way, the fuselage was loaded with

tons of lead shot and pig lead until failure

occurred. Differentiation was made be-

tween that portion of the fuselage for-

ward of the center of gravity and aft of

the center of gravity. For the entire

fuselage the load factors developed under

tests were far and away in excess of those

required by the Department of Com-
merce. Careful check was made on de-

flections during the applications of loads.

For load factors up to and including 8.0

ahead of the C.G. and 7.75 aft of the C.G.

the deflections as measured were not ex-

cessive. At loads equivalent to factors

of 8.25 and 8.0, the rear portion of the

structure began to settle rapidly, indi-

cating that the elastic limit had been

reached. Primary failure occurred in

the bottom of the mid-section of the fuse-

lage approximately 1 ft. behind the rear

wing spar. All longitudinal members
and tile skin at that point buckled under

compressive stresses. At the point of

failure, the overload forward of the C.G.

was 59 per cent and aft of the C.G. 62 per

cent. To complete the story, after failure

had occurred samples of the material

were removed from various portions of

the hull structure and tested both for

chemical composition and physical prop-

erties. In all cases the materials were

found to fall within the specifications

written for 17-S alloy. No evidence of

corrosion or fatigue developed.

Wing and landing gear tests were not

conducted at Dayton as they had previ-

ously been made at the Boeing factory

at Seattle. Wing loads were run up to

a total of better than 36 tons, the re-

quired factors (L.A.A., H.A.A., and

Inverted) all exceeding the Depart-

ment of Commerce requirments by a

considerable margin. Landing gear

tests indicated that the plane could with-

stand an emergency impact of some 32
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In this, the second of two articles devoted to the conclusions reached in the

cruising studies made in the course of testing the new Douglas Transport, the

authors have defined cruising conditions and conclude their introductory

remarks regarding methods of cruising control. Future articles will outline

the conventional testing procedure and present a new method of accurately

determining cruising performance and controlling cruising operation. Since

the first of these articles appeared the transcontinental record breaking flight

and many intercity records of the Douglas Transport have served as excellent

testimonials to these methods.

Cruising Control

in Transport Operation
By Edmund T. Allen and W. Bailey Oswald

THE SECOND OF TWO ARTICLES

C
ommercial air transport

operators have usually set up
their own limitations for cruis-

ing. Those having a long back-

ground of equipment-maintenance prob-

lems determine their limitations at a
point where the demand for increased

speed meets the demands for decreased

maintenance costs and increased re-

liability of performance. If the airline

has little or no competition, is not

pushed by the government post office to

decrease mail transit time, and sees

little gain from passenger revenues

by increasing speed, the cruising con-

ditions will be set so as to favor long

life of equipment and slow schedules.

An example of this kind is the National

Parks airways whose operating point-

to-point speed has been very slow but
whose engine failures for this period

have been virtually nil. The airline

which, on the other hand, is competing
stiffly on a speed basis with other lines,

such as the Varney Speed Lanes, will

set its limitations so as to favor high

cruising speed and necessarily greater

maintenance costs.

In either case, whether set up for

high cruising speed schedules or for

slow ones, the cruising limitations de-

termined upon by the transport line are

influenced principally by the guarantees

of the engine manufacturer. Some of

the transport lines with a wealth of cost

statistics can tell immediately what their

increase in mechanical failures and
maintenance costs will be for a given
increase in cruising r.p.m. With all

these data, however, they still do not
know what their power output is, for

they as yet have no power-control

guides. Their data cover only maxi-

mum engine revolutions for average al-

titudes. The supposition is that the

failures and excessive wear occurred on
those airplanes which exceeded the

maximum cruising r.p.m. But there has

been no method for bringing up the

slow ones who drag down the schedule

to, but not past, the limit.

Limitations on maneuvers

The airplane manufacturer’s limita-

tions upon the abuse of his product in-

clude a diving speed limit, a pull-out ac-

celeration limit, a landing abuse limita-

tion, and sometimes a taxiing speed limit

on rough fields. Sometimes the air-

plane is built for high-speed diving, and

more recently these diving limits have
occasionally been removed so that long

vertical dives up to terminal velocity

have been considered, while not "nor-

mal,” in the class of cruising, still

“emergency,” in the class of single en-

gine overload emergencies. Pull-outs

from dives, even for military aircraft,

have never reached the stage of entire

removal of limitation, although it seems
that this stage has been approached so

closely that the stress on the human
organism reaches its yield point before

the stress on the material of the struc-

ture. To build the airplane which can-

not be broken up in the air by the most
violent actions of a pilot bent on de-

be realized on airplanes which cannot be

flown safely at indicated airspeeds as

high as their realized cruising speeds.

This seeming paradox will be dwelt

upon more at length later. It can be

appreciated more readily when it is re-

membered that stresses and dynamic

forces on an airplane are proportional

to dynamic pressure and hence to indi-

cated airspeed, while cruising speeds at

constant power increase with altitude

although indicated airspeeds are de-

creasing. This relationship is illus-

trated in the graph of Fig. 1.

The airplane is designed for certain

stresses normally realized in normal

flight. The load factors multiplied by

these stresses determine the ultimate

strength which is approached only in

the worst possible maneuver or air

load the airplane will ever be called upon

to withstand. The accelerometer, when
mounted at the center of gravity,

records the applied accelerations of air

bumps or pull-outs in units directly con-

vertible to load factors. The airplane

manufacturer thus has a ready means

for determining the limits which he

places upon the airplane operation in

terms the pilot can apply directly to his

flight. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.

The airplane manufacturer, then, de-

come from the engine builder whose
data on engine stresses in relation to

power are more detailed and rich in

material for defining cruising limita-

tions than those of any of the other

agency. For our power determination

we must go to the engine manufacturer

whose thousands of hours of testing

under carefully controlled conditions

serve as the principal guide to the

transport lines, the military services, and

private flying. By operating engines at

excessive overload until they break down

he can determine which parts need atten-

tion in the recurrent process of pushing

up power output. He has repeated this

process under all possible combinations
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minal velocity dive to the excessively

high supercharging in an emergency
takeoff. He has operated engines at

rated power for long periods with ex-

cessively hot oil to determine effect on

wear and tear. He has statistics on

under all sorts of conditions together

with records of wear, replacement re-

quirements, cost of operation, and gen-

eral engine functioning. He knows the

effect of a few seconds of overload (for

takeoff from a bad field), of many
minutes of high cruising load (for

climbing up to cruising altitudes), and
of the hour-after-hour pounding of lower

power cruising. Knowing this he is in

the key position to specify how the en-

gine shall be operated to give maximum
life and minimum costs for maximum
cruising power output.

The engine builder is very positive

and definite in his statement of operat-

ing limits for each part of the transport

flight. He specifics the exact limitation

for engine revolutions, for Mean Ef-
fective Pressure, for cylinder tempera-

tures and for oil temperatures. That
these limits are quite different for the

operations of cruising, of climb, of take-

off, and of emergency is to be expected

from his determination that engine re-

liability and wear are functions of time

well as of the quantitative value of the

stresses. These values are given in the

following table for two recent engines

of approximately 700 hp. each. The dif-

engines are of no concern to us here.

The SDG is a higher speed engine than

the F3 but of lower displacement and
slightly (1.4 per cent) lower power.
Power is roughly proportional to the

first power of the r.p.m. and to the first

power of the Mean Effective Pressure.

Intake manifold pressure determines
Mean Effective Pressure, and it is thus

just as large a factor in power output

as engine revolutions. It largely deter-

mines cylinder and piston wear and
bearing loads. Its limitation is con-

sidered quite as important by the engine
builder, if not more so, than the engine
revolution limitation. The relationship

of manifold pressure and engine revolu-

tions can be best illustrated in Fig. 3
which shows on one side, manifold
pressure z’s. power for various engine
revolutions and on the other side, en-

gine revolutions vs. power for various
manifold pressures. Full rated power
has been indicated by the top hori-

zontal line, and 75 per cent power by
the heavy dashed line. It is quite clear

from this chart that one may have one’s

power at whatever proportion of engine
revolutions and manifold pressure one
wishes. The limiting revolutions for

each operation and the limiting pressure
for each operation are shown on the

graph by the heavy lines labelled accord-

ingly. Thus the area under each set of

heavy lines is the available area for the

operation in question.

The most noteworthy point to be

gleaned from a study of these tables and
figures is that cruising operation, for

instance, up to the manufacturer’s limit

for cruising engine revolutions causes
no greater wear nor unreliability at

constant power than cruising operation

up to the manufacturer's limit for cruis-

ing manifold pressure. Our habits of

looking at power purely from the en-
gine revolution standpoint lead us to

look askance at what seems to us high
cruising engine revolutions while accept-

ing easily dangerously high manifold

pressures. There is no more justifica-

tion for the transport line to object to

cruising at 1,950 r.p.m. if 75 per cent

power is needed than for his failing to

object to cruising at 32 in. of mercury
intake manifold pressure. It is evident
that the engine manufacturer regards
the engine revolution limitation as of

less consequence for emergency than the

manifold pressure limitation since the

latter is not permitted to exceed climb-
ing manifold pressure even for the worst
emergencies while the revolutions are

DUTCH illuminating engineers have
perfected a new type of lighting

has shown unusually good fog penetrat-

ing qualities. The Philips sodium
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calmly allowed another hundred or so.

This significant fact is seen in the case

of both engine builders mentioned above.

The engine builders point to the fact

that for constant 75 per cent power, the

operation at 1,960 r.p.m. relieves some
of the bearing loads induced by ex-
plosion pressures and is easier on the

engine than would be a 75 per cent

power cruising with propeller pitch set

up to limit the r.p.m. to 1,800 with con-

sequent manifold pressure for this power
of some 34.5 in. at critical altitude. On
the airplanes which demonstrate ter-

minal velocity diving, the engine revolu-

tions during the dive are allowed to go
up as high as 3,100 r.p.m. but intake

manifold pressure is strictly limited by
requiring that the throttle be closed dur-

ing the dive. A 25 per cent increase

over normal manifold pressures would
be much harder on the engine than a
similar increase in revolutions. This
point is still not fully appreciated by

Controlled cruising is not simply a

power limitation, much less is it an en-
gine-revolution limitation. It must be
an answer to the whole aero-structural,

aero-economy riddle. Improved cruis-

ing technique will get more people into

the air, take them quickly, safely, com-
fortably, economically to their destina-

This article has presented an outline
of present methods of cruising control

with a definition and delimitation of
cruising conditions. It has attempted to
show that present conceptions of cruis-

ing are inadequate to meet present de-
mands of operation. The writers plan
additional articles [in early issues of
Aviation] in which they will outline

the conventional testing procedure for
determining cruising performance and
present a new method of accurately de-
termining cruising performance and ac-
curately controlling cruising operation.

beacon has been in successful use at the

Walhaven Airport at Rotterdam.
A 1,500-watt unit, which emits 9,000

candlepower, consists of four glass

vacuum flask casings, each 30 in. long,

containing neon-filled inner tubes. A
certain amount of metallic sodium has
also been introduced into each Neon
tube. When the tubes are cold the

sodium is deposited in metallic form on
the inner surfaces, but as the units

warm up the sodium vaporizes and emits

its characteristic yellow light. On the

basis of lumens emitted per power unit

input, these lights are approximately
ten times more efficient than the aver-
age incandescent type.

No reflectors of any sort are used.

The tubes, in a suitab’
*

simply mounted on a

S»«limu lleacon

metal tripod.
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EDITORIALS
Aviation

EDWARD P. WARNER, Editor

Notes on a Great Confusion

T HREE MONTHS AGO the average citizen of

the United States thought about aviation but little

or not at all. He used the air mail occasionally, and

knew that when he used it his letters went through

promptly to their destination. He might occasionally

travel on the airlines, or if he failed to use them him-

self he had plenty of friends who did so, and he knew in

a general way that it was possible to go from practically

anywhere to practically anywhere else at a very high rate

of speed and at a fare not much exceeding that of the

railroads, and that accidents were rare enough so that

there seemed to be no occasion to worry about them.

He had seen news reels of the Air Corps performing

military evolutions and of naval aircraft maneuvering

from the aircraft carriers, and he had marveled at the

skill displayed and at the perfection of the organiza-

tion. But he never got very much excited about such

matters. It seemed to him perfectly obvious that avia-

tion was making tremendously rapid progress, and that

appeared a sufficient evidence that it was in the hands

of people who knew how to do the job. It seemed plain

on the face of the matter that things were going remark-

ably well, and he was quite content to let it go at that.

But that was last December or thereabouts, and this

is March. The same gentleman now seizes eagerly upon

his morning newspaper and looks to the top of page 1

to see what new scandals have been alleged, what new

recriminations have been exchanged, and what new

crashes have occurred. On the editorial page of the

paper he finds at least once a week, and in some cases

nearly every day, a vehement assault either upon the

character and the integrity and the competence of the

aircraft industry or upon the wisdom of the Adminis-

tration’s action in aeronautical matters and upon the

motives of its advisers. Everyone has taken sides.

Every newspaper, and very nearly every newspaper

reader, has enrolled himself in one camp or another,

and no charge is too sensational to be made and to be

believed. Aviation has become the leading political issue

of the day. and our friend the average citizen, still more

or less keenly aware that he knows nothing in particular

about the subject, is nevertheless filling himself up with

a choice collection of prejudices and antagonisms, not

to mention some very remarkable delusions on matters

of simple fact. Public opinion is enveloped in a fog of

unprecedented density. The typical American has an

agitated conviction that something ought to be done im-

mediately, but he has no concrete idea what it should be.

Neither, it may be said in passing, have a good many of

the people upon whom some part of the responsibility

for determining decisions on policy must ultimately rest.

From a multiplicity of counsellors, competitively

clamoring, cometh little wisdom. The discussions of

the last six weeks have produced a deal more heat than

light. Recognizing that sad fact, every reader of

Aviation has a new responsibility. We are supposed

to be the experts in the field, and it is up to us to en-

lighten our neighbors. There probably is not a single

subscriber to this magazine, unless he lives alone in the

middle of a vast wilderness, that hasn’t been confronted

over and over again with demands for "the lowdown

on this air-mail stuff.” The temptation is no doubt

strong to respond to any such invitation with objurga-

tion and invective, but the temptation must be resisted.

Patiently, calmly, conservatively, specifically, we must

explain the facts. The case of American aviation is far

loo strong to be dissipated in mere indignation. Each

of us, and that goes for every reader of this paper,

must become a personal center of reliable information,

and we must preserve our confidence that somehow,

ultimately, the truth will prevail.

Most apparent current fact is that an emergency has

been created, not only in air transport but in military

aviation as well. There is an urgent demand for action,

and if action designed to be the foundation of a per-

manent policy is rushed into in an emergency spirit the

odds are heavy that it will prove to have been foolish.

With so much all going on at once, it is impossible to

get any sense of continuity except by focusing attention

first on one ring of the circus and then on another. Ulti-

mately air policy must be considered as a whole and

its parts must be brought into some rational relation-

ship to each other, but as a preliminary we ought to

look at each part by itself and to see what good sense

and a reasonable interpretation of experience allow in

connection with each one.
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Air Transport

T
HE MAIN ACT in the air transport ring just at

present is the legislative preparation for revising

the air mail system. We discuss that elsewhere in the

current issue in full detail, so we may confine ourselves

here to more general observations. The bill most under

discussion at the moment has certain inconsistencies

and a number of bad and unjust and positively unwork-

able features, but the attitude of the committees that

have been holding the hearings gives every reason to

expect that substantial improvements will be made be-

fore the measure is finally passed and becomes law.

There is the sharpest division of opinion, and the

sharpest fight is likely to be centered, upon the status

of the existing companies, holders of the cancelled con-

tracts. Quite apart from any consideration of justice,

they are threatened with becoming the victims of a

political struggle in which certain of the adherents of

the Administration are implacably resolved that the

companies or at least their major officials must be per-

manently disbarred from any share in air transport op-

erations, and that the disbarment must be accomplished

without any resort to court proceedings as a justifica-

tion of the summary action already taken.

We refuse to believe that any such attitude is at all

general. We earnestly hope that the transport operators

will maintain themselves firmly and unanimously upon

the ground of the right of every man, even the least of

their employees, to have a trial in accordance with due

process of law before being subjected to any penalty,

and in particular before being forbidden to practice his

chosen vocation. We have no sympathy with anyone

who may be definitely proved guilty of any improper

act, but we still insist that justice demands that the

proof be presented before an impartial tribunal. Execu-

tive condemnations have no place in American justice.

Compared with the great issue of the right of trial

anything else seems trivial, but there are other matters

that deserve mention. Foremost among them is the

necessity, perhaps not even yet sufficiently emphasized,

of experienced personnel for an air transport line. Not

only must there be a few experienced pilots, but the

organization must be experienced as an organization. It

is not too much to ask that any group that applies for

an air mail contract should be required to show that

they have actually been engaged in operating some kind

of an airline for a reasonable period and with satisfac-

tory efficiency. The potential effects of a provision that

would allow anyone who could raise the money for a

bond to put in a bid, and then give him six months to

get together an organization and decide how they were

going to operate after the contract had been awarded,

would be simply dreadful. Equally dreadful would be

the results of a subdivision of each of the transconti-

nental routes into a number of short stretches, inde-

pendently allotted to different contractors and inde-
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pendently operated, yet it appears that such a scheme

has actually been seriously considered.

To offset all these alarms at least one very bright

spot is visible. There is at least one piece of good news,

and that is that practically all hands seem to be agreed

that the allocation of air mail payments and the financial

relationship between the transport operators and the

government ought as soon as possible be taken out of

the hands of the Post Office Department and put into

those of a non-political commission. The readers of

Aviation will remember that we have supported that

theory for a long time past, and it is with profound

relief, in the midst of all the present turmoil, that we see

the commission idea apparently on the point of gaining

general acceptance.

II.

Th*“ Army Flics the Mail

T HE ARMY AIR CORPS has suffered severely

through the air mail cancellation. It has lost four

men actually flying the mail, and seven more in pre-

liminary practice and in ferrying ships and the like.

It has had about half a million dollars' worth of equip-

ment washed out. Finally, and by no means least seri-

ous, it has been the victim of an utterly undeserved loss

of public confidence. The accidents that have attended

on attempts to take over the mail routes have been

heralded as showing the total unfitness of our mili-

tary aviation, the inferiority of its equipment and its

personnel, and the unsoundness of its organization. All

that is practically chemically pure nonsense, and it de-

serves to be shown up as such.

To abbreviate a story which could be told at enormous

length if space permitted, there were several basic trou-

bles in the way of the Air Corps being able to carry the

mail successfully. They were plain from the first to

anyone who knew how commercial aviation was op-

erated and also knew something about the military

services, and there were plenty of people in the aero-

nautical field who made grimly accurate prophecies of

what was going to happen as soon as they heard of the

issue of the order to the Army.

Foremost of the Army’s afflictions was the failure to

realize the extent to which successful commercial op-

eration in bad weather depends upon the pilot's spe-

cialized knowledge of the route that he flies. When the

time comes for getting into an emergency field at night

and in a snow squall the pilot to get away with it suc-

cessfully will be the pilot that has circled the field re-

peatedly, that has studied its every obstruction, and that

has made practice landings in it by day under all manner

of wind conditions. The newcomer on the route, with

only the boundary lights and obstruction lights to serve

as his guide, is going to crack up under conditions that

would never cause a moment's worry to the man to

whom flying that particular route has been a profession
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and the study of the route a constant preoccupation for

months or years. To the Air Corps officer, however

great his skill as a pilot and as a navigator may be, the

little group of lights showing up through a rift in the

clouds on the route that he first undertook to fly a cou-

ple of weeks ago is just a group of lights. To the old-

timer on a commercial line, the same group spells Allen-

town or Fort Wayne or Ponca City as plainly as though

the name had been picked out in letters of fire.

The second great difference between the Air Corps

and the commercial operations, and the second great

handicap to the Air Corps in attempting to do a trans-

port job, has been the difference in intensity of the

typical pilot's flying experience. The average Air Corps

pilot gets 200 hours of flying a year, and the officer

that gets more than 400 is a rare bird indeed. The first

pilot on an airline puts in somewhere between 800 and

1,000, and he does it year after year, with no inter-

spersed tours of departmental duty behind a desk to

cut his flying time to a hundred hours a year or less.

Limitations on appropriations and the watchfulness of

the Budget Bureau over any apparent extravagance

with aircraft gasoline play a big part in the difference,

but economy is not by any means the whole story. A
more serious factor is that whereas the Air Corps has

to be ready for war tomorrow, it also has to be ready

for war five years from now. If war were absolutely

sure to come within the next 60 days, it would be pos-

sible to concentrate on training lieutenants in the Air

Corps to be good number 3 men in fighting formations

to the total exclusion of every other element of their

education. But if that were to be our course, and if war

were to disappoint us by failing to arrive on schedule,

we would have a lot of superlatively skilled junior offi-

cers who had been doing nothing whatever to prepare

themselves for the higher commands into which they

would naturally in due course be promoted.

The pre-eminent and in fact the only professional obli-

gation of the airline pilot is to carry loads of passengers

and mail smoothly, safely, uneventfully from place to

place on regularly scheduled flights. Everything that in

any degree contributes to his ability to do that job, he

must study; everything outside its bounds is more or

less redundant from a narrowly professional point of

view. The officer of the Army Air Corps has no such

specifically limited list of duties. First of all he has to

fly, but beyond flying he has to do a wealth of paper

work—he has to assume occasional administrative offices

that leave but little time for flying even if unlimited air-

planes and unlimited gasoline were available—he has to

go from time to time to a variety of specialized schools

for training in the art of war,—he has to serve very

often as supply Officer or engineering officer of a squad-

ron,—and at a very early stage of his career he begins

to have men under his command and to have to take

responsibility for their welfare and their training. The

airline pilot, in short, even though in some cases he will

ultimately become an executive of a line, functions for
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the time being purely as a professional pilot able to

concentrate entirely upon piloting. The junior officer

in the Air Corps, on the other hand, has to be con-

sidered not only as the second lieutenant of today but

also as the major of the years to come, and he has not

only to be trained for his present job as a minor unit

in a squadron but prepared also for the day when he

will command a group. That problem exists in every

military service in the world, and not even an increase

of appropriations will change it. The officers of the

army can't be made genuinely efficient in doing the jobs

of the commercial airlines without at the same time

losing ground in their ability to perform their own
functions, of which actual personal flying is only a part,

in many cases a minor one.

Equipment has of course played a part, and it is there-

for the first time that we encounter reason for real

concern and serious inquiry. Plainly the Army plane

is handicapped as against the specialized transport type.

Added weight costs too much in fighting ceiling,

and the space left for instruments and the like after

the necessary military equipment has been installed is

limited. Nevertheless, making allowance for all those

factors, it still seems that the record of the Army's

navigational equipment, and most especially of radio,

was disappointing if not deplorable. The report of non-

functioning radio was disconcertingly frequent in con-

nection with forced landings, and service personnel

ought to focus attention there for what may be some

very salutary lessons. Navigating equipment was not

the major cause of the Army’s troubles, but it was a

contributory one, and it is distinguished from the other

causes in that it should seemingly be subject to some

rectification without sacrifice of military considerations.

Finally there is airplane design. Of that much might

be said, but one point is at once typical and transcend-

ently important. The old government-operated air mail

service hadn’t been running the mail for two years,

immediately after the War, before it had learned the

necessity of putting the mail in a pit between the wings

and getting the pilot well back toward the tail for

safety in a crash. The same arrangement still persists

in practically all of the planes now used for mail flights

when the weather is too bad to risk going out with

passengers. The Army on the other hand necessarily

fixes the pilot’s location from military considerations

and puts the mail where the observer would be, with the

result that the pilot is in the most hazardous position

possible and that a variation in mail load, unless fully

compensated for by ballast, has an immediate and in

some cases a really serious effect upon the longitudinal

stability of the airplane.

Under all those handicaps and others of lesser order,

the wonder was not that the Army had accidents, nor

that it failed to equal the privately-operated service in

,

efficiency, but rather that the accidents were no more

numerous and that the operating record was as good
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III.

Military AircrafI Procuremrnt

THE PROCUREMENT PROBLEM can be

summed up in one single warning declaration. If

the War or Navy Department should decide, or if

Congress should take steps to enforce, purchase by issu-

ing general type specifications and inviting competitive

bids the inevitable effect will be to lower the efficiency

of our air services and to involve our air force equip-

ment policy in just about as complicated and disastrous

a jam as the flying of the air mail got into in the closing

days of February. Experience at home and abroad, as

well as the application of plain common sense in the

light of a knowledge of the way in which airplanes are

designed and built, all agree in proclaiming disaster

alorijf that line. If either the Congress or the Assistant

Secretary of War set out to make a fetish of competi-

tive bidding on military airplanes, they will be playing

with plenty dynamite,—a fact which will become only

too apparent in due course.

Less certainly disastrous is the scheme of putting a

substantial part of the construction of service .aircraft

into government-owned plants, but of that move, too,

the effects are almost certain to be bad. It is of course

perfectly possible for the Army and Navy to recruit a

specialized force of aeronautical engineers who will

make a professional specialty out of aircraft design and
take the sole responsibility for the initiation of military

and naval aircraft projects, exactly as the corps of naval

constructors now controls the design of all warships.

That doesn’t seem to us the best way of getting new
and useful ideas into military airplanes, but it is at least

a possible scheme.

To mingle government design and construction with

design and construction by private firms, however,

threatens a sacrifice of the virtues.that either system by
itself might possess. The service personnel will be
involved in a limited amount of design and production.

They will in the inevitable nature of things be develop-

ing ideas and enthusiasms of their own which they will

want to push, and they will find themselves in the posi-

tion of being at the same time competitors in a contest

and the judges of its results. It is extremely difficult

for the best of men to preserve a judicial attitude under
those conditions. The most sagacious and the most
successful of private constructors is then likely to be
the one who sticks very closely to the doctrine that

the service personnel have embodied in their own design,

and the restriction of private initiative and the inhibi-

tion of the free play of imagination in the development

of military aircraft designs in the industry are inevi-

table. Those have always been the consequences of

government entry into the business of aircraft con-
struction or even into the field of aircraft design on
any large scale, whether here or in European states,

and there is no reason to suppose that the experience

of the future will differ materially from that of the
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past. The trend of procurement policy, and especially

of the thought of Congress upon procurement matters,

seems to be toward the adoption of practices sure to

retard progress and to slow down an improvement in

military aircraft performance which has been extraor-

dinarily rapid over the past three years.

IV.

Building' an Air Policy

THERE ARE other rings in the circus and other

aspects of an aeronautical program, but for the

moment at least they seem less important. Some time

in the very near future it will become apparent that

policy must be considered not only in its several parts,

but also as a whole. That docs not mean that all aero-

nautical activities must be centered under a common
head, and indeed any merging of military and commer-
cial aviation would be bad for both and disastrous for

the latter, but it does call for a certain consideration

of the relations of the aeronautical interests of the

various departments of the government to each other

and of the ways in which they can best be made to

supplement each other without losing their efficiency

in their own primary functions. To the end of making
such a study, the time is more than ripe for the appoint-

ment of a Presidential board of distinguished citizens

of varied interests and points of view who can consider

this as a public service of immeasurable importance

and who can plan to give to it at least the major part

of their time for a number of months. Certainly there

is no field in which the value of such an inquiry would

be greater.

It is more than eight years since there has been

a general examination of the air policy of the United

States, and during that time aircraft have improved
and the nature of aerial operations has changed out of

all recognition. Now, to escape becoming victims of

the wiles of fanatics with a cause to serve or of propa-

gandists with something to sell, we should survey the

field once more. The President cannot possibly take

the time to do it himself. Neither can executive officials

of his Administration, who would in any case find it

difficult to command the detachment that a broad survey

of the whole scope and prospect of air policy demands.

Those whose concern is not with the promotion of any
particular corporate or individual interest, but with the

good of American aviation as a whole and with its

continued development of steadily improving service

to the American people and steadily increased strength

as an arm of their defence, will breathe easily for the

first time in many weeks when they hear the announce-
ment of a Presidential determination to appoint a spe-

cial board to inquire, from stem to stern, into American
aviation and into the best and most economical ways of

promoting its progress along the lines of maximum
utility.
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NEWS OF THE MONTH

Mail moratorium

T EN FATALITIES among Army
fliers since the command to take

over the mail was issued and a mount-

ing tide of public criticism against the

advisability of using the Air Corps in

a capacity for which they had obviously

not been trained, elicited an order from
President Roosevelt through Secretary

of War Dern on March 10 to "stop

carrying of mail except under such con-

ditions as would insure against constant

recurrence of fatal accidents.”

The following day Maj. Gen. B. D.

Foulois, Chief of the Air Corps, an-

nounced that mail operations would be

suspended entirely until a higher safety

factor could be established. At the

same time he reiterated that loss of life

tary flying, that the emergency had been

hailed by him as an ideal peace-time

test for the Army, and that further-

more the percentage of mortality had
been neither unduly high nor in any
way unexpected considering weather

and other conditions. He then departed

on an inspection tour over the mail

routes of the Eastern and Central Zones
to see to it that the greatest possible

caution and efficiency be established

throughout the service. In carrying out

his orders, planes and personnel were
redistributed, better blind and night-fly-

ing instruments were installed, and pur-

suit planes, which carry only a small

mail load, were discarded in favor of

larger ships. New fast Martin bomb-

be added to the mail service as soon

as delivery is made. Army officers and
the Post Office Department together

worked out a curtailed schedule of mail

routes, selected on the basis of the

poundage formerly carried as well as

on the basis of safety.

Meanwhile another investigation

committee swelled the list when Secre-

tary Dern instructed Generals Drum,
Foulois, Simonds, Gulick, and Kilbourne

of whom Foulois is the only one with

actual experience in aviation, to look

into the matter of Air Corps efficiency

in general, and specifically into its mail

operations. Three of the most highly

world were added as non-military mem-
bers of the committee, but two were

struck off again as Clarence Chamber-

lin was the only one of the trio who
felt disposed to accept the honor. Or-

ville Wright, pioneer at Kitty Hawk 30

years ago, was obliged to decline be-

cause ui ill health; Col. Charles A.
Lindbergh refused to serve on the

grounds that in his opinion the use of

the Air Corps to carry mail was un-

fair both to Army personnel untrained

in commercial flying and to the trans-

port companies whose contracts had
been cancelled without hearing. Urged
to reconsider by Secretary Dern,

Colonel Lindbergh telegraphed a sec-

ond refusal stating that he could not

take part "directly or indirectly in the

operation by military forces of Ameri-

Grateful for the week's respite from
abnormally exigent flying duty, Army
personnel enlisted in mail service com-
plained, however, that they were with-

out funds for food or lodging and were
existing as best they might on credit,

since Congress had not yet passed the

Air Mail Bill providing them with the

$5 per diem allowance lor extra ex-

penses. Enacted by the House (Avia-

tion, March, page 92) the bill was
amended by the Senate and returned to

the House for approval. The President

signed it on March 26.

Providing additional benefits for

Regular and Reserve personnel killed or

injured in mail service, one amend-
ment entitles either class of officer, if

injured, not only to regular disability

retirement, but also to Veterans' Bu-
reau compensation, based on the war

Calendar

rates for disability. In case of death

the dependents of either Regulars or

Reserves would receive tfie customary

six months pay gratuity and war time

widows compensation of $30 per month
instead of the $22 provided in time of

peace. This amendment was made re-

troactive in order to apply to the ten

dead fliers. Another amendment pro-

vides that planes should not be com-

mandeered for mail service unless fully

equipped for safe day and night mail

transport, nor should pilots be assigned

to mail duty unless fully trained in the

use of such equipment.
Executive headquarters of the East-

ern Zone were transferred for the third

time (Aviation, March, page 92) from
Floyd Bennett Field in Brooklyn, New
York, to the Army's Mitchel Field at

Garden City, Long Island, because of

inability to reach an understanding oi

the terms of the day-to-day lease of-

fered by Mayor LaGuardia.

Two days before the resumption of

service, the eleventh Army fatality oc-

curred. Reserve Officer H. G. Rich-

ardson, formerly co-pilot for United Air

Lines, crashed on a test flight near

Cheyenne, Wyo.
Though airstamped letters were pre-

sumably carried by the railroads during

the hiatus, it was later divulged that

large users of the air mail system had

wriggled out of the situation, highly

inconvenient to business houses long ac-

customed to the swift service furnished

by air, by wrapping in a package let-

ters to a common destination and send-

ing them as air express. Nothing in

the Post Office regulations forbids this

practice, provided that the full air mail

rate is paid for each letter plus ex-

press charges. Thus the transport com-
panies disqualified from mail carriage

continued to fly letters bunched as ex-

press, which resulted in the case of

some companies in a rise of 120 per

cent in express loads. Between New
York and Chicago the rate for air ex-

press varied between a minimum
charge of $1.25 a package to 30 cents

a pound in units of more than 20 lb.

and commensurately on other lines in

proportion to the distance covered.

One week after the groimding order

the Army set out again over eight

routes, estimated as about 40 per cent

of those established by commercial lines,

and about 80 per cent of those first

flown by the Army. Of this new mail

service the Post Office Department

washed its hands, beyond advising on

technical matters pertaining to rates
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and poundage, and transporting mail to
and from airports. Covering about 7,-

049 miles, the routes consist of those
from Boston to New York. New York
to Chicago, Chicago to Dallas, Salt
Lake City to San Diego, Salt Lake City
to Seattle, Cheyenne to Denver, Chi-
cago to San Francisco, New York to
Atlanta and Jacksonville. "Every possi-
ble precaution will lie taken by Army
officers against mishap, including can-
cellation of flights unless weather is

unconditionally good, which includes a
3,000-ft. ceiling at all points along the
routes to be flown. Later the minimum
ceiling requirement was lowered to 500
ft. for daylight and 1,000 ft. for night
flights.

Reconstruction

A letter from President Roosevelt to
House and Senate committee chairmen
urging speedy enactment of legislation

to return the air mail service to com-
mercial operators as soon as possible,

and including specific suggestions for a
new air mail policy, sent Congress
scurrying to draft permanent air mail
bills. Rising from the base of Presi-
dential recommendations, a pyramid of
proposed legislation hastily and some-
what unsteadily sprung up. This mas-
sive structure of bills, of which the one
known as the Mead-McKellar-Black
Bill holds the keystone position because
it has the backing of the administration,
is fully discussed elsewhere in this is-

sue (sec page 99).
As a means of clarifying their ideas

in regard to the essential factors neces-
sary for a truly constructive air mail
policy, as yet confused in the Congres-
sional mind, the Post Office Committees
of both houses summoned to their hear-
ings on the McKellar Bill aviation ex-
perts from the darkly suspect aeronau-
tical world. These witnesses included
Col. Charles A. Lindbergh, technical
advisor to Transcontinental & Western
Air and Pan American, Col. Clarence
Chamberlin, transatlantic flier. Capt.
Edward V. Rickenbacker, vice-president
of North American Aviation, Amelia
Earhart. Brig. Gen. William Mitchell,
W. A. Patterson of United Air Lines,
Carleton Putnam, president of Pacific
Seaboard Lines, W. A. Letson, of
United States Airways, J. B. Brooks
Parker, well-known aviation insurance
broker, Harlan Hull, representative
from the T.W.A. Pilots Association,
and Edward P. Warner, editor of
Aviation. In presenting their ideas as
to the best ways of encouraging the de-
velopment of aviation, the witnesses
demonstrated that their views were in
complete disagreement with most of the

provisions of the bill.

On March 28 the chameleon air mail
situation again changed color when
Postmaster General Farley announced
that pending permanent legislation the

air mails would be returned to private
operators. Advertisements for bids

were to be sent out at once, calling for

submission of bids within fifteen days
and requiring successful bidders to start

operations within 30 days after receiv-

ing contracts. To be eligible for bid-

ding, companies whose contracts were
cancelled must change their corporate
set-up and must dismiss all "responsible
executives'' present at the May, 1930,

conference. These companies were in-

vited to offer evidence to the Post
Office Department that they had met the
new requirements, and to advance argu-
ments in defense of their previous ac-
tions. Contracts will be made for a
three-month period and the Post Office

may extend them for one or two three-

month periods. The revised schedule
contains fifteen routes, covering about
half the mileage previously flown by
commercial routes.

Procurement investigations

Refusing to indict by a vote of fifteen

to eight at the close of its investiga-

tion of an alleged conspiracy to defraud
the government in sales and purchases
of motor vehicles and clothing, a Dis-
trict of Columbia grand jury dropped
proceedings and handed over a tran-

script of its hearings to the House Mili-

tary Affairs Committee. By way of
approving a more thorough investiga-
tion into the well-thrashed question of
War Department procurement, the

House of Representatives, at the insti-

gation of J. J. McSwain, chairman of
the Military Affairs Committee, voted

$10,000 to defray expenses of the in-

quiry and vested wide authority in the
subcommittees appointed to the task.

The aviation subcommittee, under Rep-
resentative Rogers of New Hampshire
subpoenaed H. H. Woodring, Assistant
Secretary of War in Charge of Pro-
curement to testify concerning details of
airplane bids sent out since his acces-
sion to office last March.
Once more facing the

_
charge that

he had lowered the specifications for

PWA airplanes, which he had previous-
ly been asked to explain at hearings
before the Appropriations Committee
and the House Military Affairs Com-
mittee (Aviation, March, page 93),
Mr. Woodring again emphatically de-
nied that he had done so. When Gen-
eral Foulois, Chief of the Air Corps,
was called before the subcommittee he
upheld Mr. Woodring’s statement, ex-
plaining that the change referred to was
from negotiated to competitive bidding.
That of course made a lowering of spe-
cifications inevitable if any competition
at all were to be obtained.

Meanwhile, complete absolution from
charges of profiteering was tendered to

airplane manufacturers by the House
Naval Affairs subcommittee investigat-

ing naval aircraft purchases. The
majority report submitted by the com-
mittee's Democratic Chairman John J.
Delaney of New York placed, moreover,
a stamp of unqualified approval of the

current method of procurement of navy
planes. According to the report the
profits of manufacturers were moderate
and reasonable, since it was shown that
the average overall profit on aircraft

and engines for the navy from 1926-33
was 11.5 per cent prior to deducting
state and federal income taxes, as de-
termined by navy auditors. The small
average profit on planes was attributed

by the committee to the fact that the

naval aircraft factory at Philadelphia
acted as an effective brake on the price
of planes. These profits should be con-
sidered in connection with the fact that

all companies except one have lost

money consistciuly on experimental con-
tracts. Far from finding evidence of
collusion between contractors or between
contractors and naval officials the com-
mittee stated “that, on the contarv,
there appears to be keen competition
in a limited market, and that further-
more the navy has made commendable
progress in its aviation material while
keeping the costs well below original

estimates and even below actual appro-
priations.” The committee described
the policy of negotiated purchases pur-
sued by the Navy Department since the
adoption of the Aircraft Procurement
Act of 1926 as a practical and prudent
one efficiently administered which should
be followed until the aeronautical in-

dustry becomes more stabilized. On the
other hand, the committee recognized
the advantage of applying competitive
methods whenever practicable which
would insure obtaining the best equip-
ment that the aircraft industry as a
whole is able to produce. A greater
amount of production in the Naval Air-
craft factory, the committee feels, would
stimulate healthy competition, keep a
check on what constitutes fair profits,

and at the same time would train navy
personnel in mechanical operations con-
nected with airplane manufacture as
well as in the general details so that

navy officials will be as well informed
and as competent as the representatives
of commercial firms with whom they
must deal.

Data proposing to show that the
navy has continued to buy airplanes
through a method alleged to be not
strictly legal will form part of the min-
ority report of Representative McFar-
lane of Texas, dissenting member of
the subcommittee. Around 75 per cent
of navy purchases are reported by the
Comptroller General to have been made
without competition under provisions
of the Procurement Act of 1926. The
snag in procurement procedure which
Mr. McFarlane pounced on is found iii

the second part of Section K of the act
which provides for purchases in quanti-
ties of experimental airplanes and en-
gines which have been tested, but fails

to specify that they may be purchased
by negotiation.

From the conference of Senate and
House members over the amended Vin-
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son Navy Bill (Aviation, March, page

94) it was reported that the Budget
Bureau will send a $4,000,000 esti-

mate to Congress for extending the na-
val aircraft factory at Philadelphia to

carry out the provision that not less

than 10 per cent of the 1.184 planes
authorized in the bill shall be constructed

in government plants. The conference
report, which will come up in the House
prior to the amended bill allows the

President to build only to the extent that

facilities permit, if he finds that it is

impractical to build 10 per cent of the

planes. The original Senate amend-
ment offered by Senator Bone of Wash-
ington proposed that 25 per cent of the
planes be built by the government,
and the conference agreement reduced
it. Compromise was likewise effected

in the matter of manufacturers’ profits,

now to be restricted to not more than

10 per cent of the face value of the con-

Army budget

Substantially in the form reported by
the Appropriations Committee the

House of Representatives passed the

War Department annual supply bill for

the fiscal year 1935 and sent it to the

Senate. Authorizations for Air Corps
expenditure included $3,848,824 for ex-

perimental and research work, an in-

crease of $1,000,000 over the Budget
estimate. An additional $222,283,

bringing the total to $8,486,600. was
likewise proposed for the plane procure-

ment program, which was revised by the

Appropriations Committee with the con-

currence of the Chief of the Air Corps.

The bill now calls for a total of 290
planes (62 attack, 57 pursuits. 49 bomb-
ardments, and 122 non-fighting types)

as compared with the original Budget
estimate of 348 planes. Because the re-

visions called for an increased number
of bombardment planes, the most ex-

pensive of all types, it became necessary

to reduce the total number. Under the

Signal Corps and Ordnance authoriza-

tions, the bill includes $25$,796 for air-

craft radio equipment, which is to be

made available immediately, and $66,-

000 for aircraft armament.’ $1,608,093
was appropriated for flying pay for

Regular officers to cover 1,447 flight

orders. During the House discussion

of the bill, an increase in the flying

hours of Air Corps pilots was advo-
cated without success by two vigorous
Republican opponents of the Army Mail
service, Representative Fish of New
York and Representative Edith Rogers
of Massachusetts. On the motion of

Representative Oliver of New York
$25,000 was appropriated to conduct a
survey of Governors Island in New
York Harbor to consider the possibility

of establishing an airport there. This
appropriation was later recommended
for elimination by House conferees dis-

cussing the bill with the Senate.
When the Senate took up the bill,

$10,000,000 was added to Air Corps
appropriations at President Roosevelt's

request and for purposes unknown. Ac-
cording to the Army and Navy Journal,
the money which is to be expended ‘‘in

the discretion and under the direction

of the President” will be used in part

to construct an airplane factory at Day-
ton, Ohio, paralleling the Senate’s ap-

propriation of $4,000,000 for the naval
aircraft factory (see page 118).

Preparedness

In the early months of 1934, the na-
tions of the world candidly admitted
for the first time since the Treaty of
Versailles in 1919 that their efforts to

persuade each other to disarm had
failed, and set about augmenting mili-

tary and naval defenses, stressing in

their parliaments the necessity for in-

creased air strength. Starting gun of

what may prove to be a new race for

armaments in Europe was Germany's
official pronunciamento of her intention

to rearm “in moderation” and to sup-

ply herself with an “adequate” air

force. These terms were specifically

defined by General Goering, minister

of aviation, to mean 300,000 ground
troops exclusive of the 2,500.000 black

shirt storm troops and an air force

of at least 30 to 40 per cent of the
combined air strength of her four
neighbors France, Belgium, Czecho-
slovakia, and Poland. France prompt-
ly launched a rigid defense program
calling for a three billion franc ($197,-
400,000) bond issue, of which 980,000,-
000 francs will he spent on fighting
planes. Great Britain, though reluc-

tant to abandon hope of international
peace, none the less took up the chal-
lenge as Premier Baldwin declared in

the House of Commons that if further

efforts in behalf of armament limita-

tion should prove fruitless, the govern-
ment would sec to it that in air power
England would no longer be in a posi-
tion of inferiority to any foreign coun-
try. While the accelerated tempo of
Europe's armament plans is decidedly
significant as a commentary on the tense
political situation, it must also be ob-
served that the expenditures contem-
plated by France and Great Britain are
not aggressively large. France’s money
to be spent over a three year period
will go mainly for replacements and for

the development of planes of "quality

rather than quantity.” since the French
Air Force though ranking high in num-
bers, contains only about 1,000 planes
which are up-to-date. Great Britain’s
air estimates for 1934-35 of £20,165,600

($102,000,000). or £527,000 ($2,700,-

000) over fast year, will provide only
four new air squadrons.

Repercussion from France's newlv-
launched plan for dominance in the

air was the opposition of the new air

minister, General Dcnain, to ratifica-

tion of the co-operative agreement be-

tween Air France and Lufthansa in re-

gard to mail operations in the South
Atlantic. France’s program of ‘‘in-

vincibility in the air” gains significance

from the fact that General Denain is

the first professional military man ever

appointed as Air Minister.

In the United States, despite the fact

that the War Department was unani-
mous in its belief that our air power
should be augmented, there was sharp
divergence of opinion between the Gen-
eral Staff and the Secretary of War
on one hand and the Army Air Corps
and Representative McSwain of the
House Military Affairs Committee on
the other, both as to the numbers of

planes necessary for an effective air

force, and as to whether the new air

force would be as now under General
Staff control or become a separate en-

tity functioning independently of the

General Staff. The War Department
modernization bill, calling for a G.H.G.
Air Force, and the McSwain bill, de-
manding a total of 4,000 planes and
a separate Air Force promotion list,

both of which await the attention of
the House of Representatives (Avia-
tion. March, pages 94-95) were
shelved temporarily until after more
dramatic revelations of the subcom-
mittees investigating procurement.
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Redress sought in court

On March 13 Transcontinental &
Western Air, Inc., filed an appeal to

the United States Circuit Court of Ap-
peals from the decision of Federal

Judge Knox of New York denying jur-

isdiction of T.W.A.'s suit against Post-

master General Farley and Postmaster

Kiely of New York to enjoin inter-

ference with its air mail route certi-

ficate (Aviation, March, page 91). A
statement from Richard W. Robbins,

president of the company, declared that

T.W.A. believes and is ready to seek

to prove in court that the Postmaster

General had neither statutory authority

nor constitutional power nor any justi-

fication whatsoever to issue the annul-

ment order, and that the charge of col-

lusion, combination or corruption in

the procuring or performance of

T.W.A.’s contract to carry the mail is

unmitigated falsehood.

Brigadier General William Mitchell,

who resigned from the Army in 1926

after a dispute over the aviation serv-

ice, made a speech before the Foreign

Policy Association in New York City

on March 3 in which he charged among
other things that Curtiss-Wright Cor-

poration and United Aircraft and

Transport Corporation had built up a

powerful “air trust”, and that neither

corporation had done anything what-

soever to further improvement in air-

craft or aircraft engines, but had de-

liberately held back on technical de-

velopments to avoid scrapping ma-
chinery. Thomas A. Morgan, presi-

dent of Curtiss-Wright, called for a
public retraction and, failing to get it,

filed suit against General Mitchell for

$200,000 for libel.

I.C.C. for aviation

That air transport should be placed

under the control of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission is the general rec-

ommendation of Joseph B. Eastman,
Federal Co-ordinator of Transporta-

tion in his second report to Congress

on all transportation agencies in the

United States. The report orginally pro-

posed immediate transfer of airlines to

the jurisdiction of the I.C.C., but East-

man concluded that in view of the tur-

bid air mail situation his proposals for

permanent regulation had better wait.

Air merger

Corollary to the bitterly partisan dis-

mail situation was the revival of the

eminently debatable subject of consoli-

dation of all governmental air activi-

ties. Bombshell to the Senate was the

speech made by Democratic Leader
Robinson, fresh from a White House
conference, who declared that civilian

and military aviation must be unified

under an "able and aggressive leader-

ship.” Naval aeronautics, as an in-

tegral part of fleet maneuvers, were

excluded from the suggested set-up.

When General Mitchell was invited to

lunch with the President, tongues

wagged. Though rumors of immedi-

ate unification of aviation ensued, to

be contested pro and con on every

hand, no definite program issued from

the Administration beyond reiteration

of the fact that the President had or-

dered a detailed survey of American
aviation, designed to give the United

States a unified air policy. The ma-
jority of army and navy officers, as

well as operators of transport lines,

which are regarded as a strong poten-

tial national defence arm, hold that such

a merger of flying elements would be

impractical since each branch of avia-

tion is in itself a specialized science.

V. S. transports for Europe

Newest franchise granted to Anthony
H. G. Fokker's company in Amsterdam
(Aviation, March, page 95) is the

sales and distribution rights for all

models manufactured by the Lockheed
Corporation of Burbank, Cal., in all

European countries, save Switzerland.

The rights cover Great Britain and her

colonies, and Belgian and Dutch colo-

nies. A special agreement permits only

the sale of the Electra to Russia.

The sale of three Boeing 247 trans-

ports to Deutsche Lufthansa represents

the first purchase of American-made
high-speed multi-motored passenger

planes by any foreign airline, although

fast single engine ships have been

sold to some extent abroad.

A new Boeing pursuit plane was re-

cently delivered to the Materiel Divi-

sion, Air Corps, Wright Field for per-

formance test, first of the pursuit type

to possess the features of an inclosed

cockpit and retractable landing gear.

New equipment

A new fleet of 30 high-speed trans-

ports will fly American Airways when
their current $2,000,000 equipment pro-

gram is consummated. Ten Douglas
transports, ten Vultees, and ten Condors
are on order for early delivery. The
Condors, of which six are sleepers each
with a dozen full-length berths, are fitted

with a new ^nacelle and full N.A.C.A.

on the bomber, which Commander Frank
Hawks is now demonstrating to the

Chinese. Older Condors now in service

will also be rearranged for the new cowl

and equipped with Hamilton Standard

controllable propellers.

Intercollegiate aviation

The University of Minnesota Flying

Club is drawing up a tentative consti-

tution for a national association of

college flying and glider clubs.

Extension courses in various phases

of air transport operations to meet the

practical educational needs of persons

employed in the aviation industry are
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now offered by the Boeing School of

Aeronautics at Oakland, Cal. A home
study program was established a year

ago specifically for employees of United

Air Lines, which proved so successful

that a demand arose for distribution to

other companies.

New services

American Airways on March 21,

placed new fifteen passenger Curtiss

Condors on their New York to Boston
run, thereby reducing flying time to

one hour thirty one minutes, twenty-

nine minutes faster than the previous

time for the route.

The Boston-Maine, Central-Vermont

Airways established services between

Montreal and Boston, with connections

with half a dozen other New England
cities, using ten-passenger tri-motored

Funds for sportsmen pilots

Private flying will advance at full

throttle if the Independent Aviation
Operators succeed in getting the gov-

of eight resolutions which were pre-

sented to President Roosevelt and also

to the Congress. The newly formed
organization comprises operators of fly-

ing schools, aircraft sales and service

agencies, and repair depots, and is

headed by Oliver L. Parks of East St.

Louis, with William Long of the Dallas

School of Aviation and Howard Ailor,

of Waco Sales of New York, as the

other officers. One of the resolutions

asks the President to allocate from re-

covery funds $8,000,000 to stimulate the

sale of aircraft. The government would
contribute 33J per cent of the price up
to $1,000, to any citizen toward the

purchase of an American made plane.

Under another resolution the President
would allocate $4,000,000 out of which
the Aeronautics Branch Director would
pay up to $100 yearly to any private

pilot or one holding a higher license

grade upon submission of proof that

he had flown 50 solo hours during
one year without compensation. To
make flying less expensive for student

Thorp Hiscock, 42, vice-president

in charge of technical development
for United Air Lines and important

leader in the technical field of air

transport died in Chicago on March
17 of angina pectoris. He had
been associated with United Air
Lines since 1928 when he served as

air communications engineer for

the Boeing division. Contributing

greatly to the development of two-
way plane to ground radio tele-

phony, he also aided in the develop-
ment of other aids to flying.
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pilots it is recommended that the gov-

ernment pay 25 per cent of the tuition

cost for students enrolled in accredited

schools. The I.A.O. argues that while

encouraging private fly ing, the govern-

ment will at the same time strengthen

the national defense.

Personnel

C. C. Crockett, sales engineer of

T HE GODS who watch over Mount
Everest were very much angered at

the completion of a successful flight over

the summit by British pilots last April.

This anger of the gods, according to

the natives of the Kingdom of Nepal,

in the Himalaya mountains, was re-

sponsible for a recent very destructive

earthquake upheaval in India which

killed thousands of people and caused a

great amount of damage.

Before you laugh too loudly at this

reasoning of an ignorant people, try to

explain to the natives of the Kingdom

of Nepal why it should have been

necessary to have had such a violent

upheaval in American aviation.—an up-

heaval which has cost the lives of Army-

pilots and has done a great amount of

damage. The only logical reason we

could offer them would be that the gods

who watch over the Democratic party

are angered that the great advances in

air mail and passenger flying were ac-

complished during a Republican admin-

We have been able to sit in on many

of the hearings of the various House

and Senatorial investigating commit-

tees recently, and have enjoyed them

thoroughly,—always having been a

great lover of Gilbert and Sullivan opera-

ettas. The last few months seem to

have been open season on any company-

no 'limit on daily bags. The senators

and congressmen have had more darned

fun.—and the poor Presidents and Gen-

eral Managers of aeronautical outfits

have been wandering from one commit-

tee room to another answering the same

questions in each room. By now we are

sure that each member of Congress

knows what each official makes in

salary, how much bonus he gets, if any,

whether or not he is living with his own

wife, and if he is guilty of the high

crime of making money from a govern-

ment contract. It seemed that one

couldn’t pass a single committee room

airlines and manufacturers throughout

the country in a specially Kollsman

equipped Waco plane.

Maj. J. A. Macready, formerly Chief

of Flying Section, Engineering Divi-

sion, Army- Air Corps, at McCook
Field, has resigned from the aviation

department of the Shell Oil Company,
to go into a different phase of aviation

door in either the House or Senate

Office Buildings without hearing harsh

words on aeronautical subjects. In one

room we would find the daily dog-

fighting exhibition between Senator

Black and former Postmaster General

Brown, during every day of which Mr.

Brown would get on the tail of Mr. Black

and ride him to the ground. In another

room Mr. Delaney and his House Naval

Affairs Committee were arriving at the

conclusion that the contractors supply-

ing the Navy with airplanes and engines

were honest and that the Navy was
getting its money’s worth in a satis-

factory manner. In another section of

the manv-ringed circus the Appropria-

tions Committee was asking the same
questions about open competitive bid-

ding on government contracts which

must have been asked in the first con-

tinental congress,—the only difference

being that the questions are now being

asked about airplane contracts instead

of bids on powder horns. In still an-

other room the Military Affairs Com-

clusion that Assistant Secretary of

War Woodring was not nearly so

black as he had been painted by a be-

fuddled official. Still other investiga-

tions arc under way in other commit-

tees. but we haven’t had an opportunity

to drop in on them yet, to see if they

are rearranging any of the words in

the same old questions. From our ex-

periences thus far. however, we have

been able to gather together the follow-

contractors to the government had better

keep in mind if they are going to be safe

future

:

1. Never pay for anything you pur-

chase. You may he accused of “paying

tribute" to its manufacturer.

2. Don’t ever have an underground

tunnel between your plant and the plant

of an affiliated company, even if its

purpose is to carry steam pipes from

one building to another. One commit-
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tee jumped up and down and howled
with glee when they found that there

was an underground tunnel between the

Vought and Hamilton Standard plants

3. Be very careful in selecting high
officials for your company that their

names cannot become confused. The
Curtiss-Wright officials had a little

difficulty explaining that none of the

tremendous income of Mr. J. P.

Morgan had to be added to their over-

head just because Mr. Thomas A.
Morgan happened to be their president.

4. If another bull market should de-

velop, or another aviation boom should

hit Wall Street, do not sell any of

your stock to the speculators who will

be willing to pay you any price for it.

That will be evidence of collusion and

fraud.

5. (And most important.) Do not

make more than a “fair” profit out of

any one contract,—even if you have
had overwhelming losses on ten pre-

vious contracts for the same type of

Every year we have additional

evidence of the truth of that old quota-

tion “In the Spring a young man's
fancy .

’ One of the younger test

series of tests on a new amphibion for

the Navy, and lately, whenever he has

returned from some runs over the

speed course, it has been impossible to

obtain any of the speed data, engine
revs or other information until one

has listened to a discussion of the

beautiful daffodils and pussy willows

which grow along the speed course.

Curtiss Company officials have been ex-

pecting to get daily flight reports in

poetical form at any time now.

We see that airline pilots in Germany
are given a base pay depending on their

years of service with the airline and

the number of children in their families.

If that system were in effect over here

think of the wonderful possibilities of

congressional investigations then ! “Are
these seven children really yours, or

did you adopt them in order to gyp the

government out of more base pay?”

“Please give us your overhead figures

applying to each child back to 1926,

with percentage of profit each year."

You will realize that there are plenty

of other possible questions too, but

Aviation being the fine upstanding

family magazine that it is, we had

better stop there.

SIDE SLIPS
By Robert R. Osborn
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Lockheed Electra

Makes Its Appearance

r
1! Aviation for June. 1933, the de-

sign of the Lockheed Electra, then in

the preliminary production stages, was

tervening months the machine has been

brought step by step through the count-

less processes of manufacture and test,

terminating in the flight trials early in

March.
Although the Electra in the flesh re-

tains the basic features of the original

design as far as overall dimensions,

type of structure, etc., are concerned,

several details have been altered. Most

obvious is the rearrangement of the tail

surfaces. The original design content-

bilizer-vertical fin combination, with

the fin built as an integral part of the

fuselage in the usual manner. In the

ship as produced, the vertical tail area

has been divided into two smaller fin

and rudder combinations mounted on the

tips of the stabilizer. Both stabilizer and

vertical fins are entirely self-supporting

and free from external bracing members
of any kind. The construction can be

seen clearly in accompanying drawing

and photograph.

The other changes are of a more
minor nature. The cockpit enclosure

which originally had rearward sloping

windshields has been revamped as indi-

cated. Controllable pitch propellers have

also been fitted,—a feature now common
to all new transport airplanes, although

still in the early stages of application

when the Electra was first laid down.

The single spar wing in its final form
has a number of interesting features.

Its backbone is a deep flat girder located

at about 1 chord length from the leading

edge. Ribs are cantilevered out from

the spar fore and aft. Torsional and

the upper surface. The corrugated inner

skin tapers according to the general

planform of the wing. It appears to be

approximately coaxial with the wing,

and about J of chord in width. Inde-

pendent longitudinal stringers fastened

to each rib serve to stiffen the under

struction is used in the center section as

well as in the tip panels. Here, however,

a box type girder with two parallel web

for landing gear and engine mounts, as

well as a means of transfering the wing
loads to the fuselage. The beam passes

through the passenger cabin just aft of

the two front seats.

rangement has been achieved for the re-

tracting landing gear. The shock struts,

pivoted at the upper ends to the spar,

carry welded steel tube forks for Good-

year Airwheels. Segments of toothed

wheel mesh with an electrically driven

worm. Details appear in an accompany-

gers. pilot and co-pilot and for all the

features that go into the makeup of a

modern transport airplane for safety,

convenience and comfort. Considering

its carrying capacity, the Electra is

usually compact, a characteristic which
accounts for the 221 m.p.h. top speed re-

ported in the flight trial from the total

of 840 bp. delivered by the two Pratt &
Whitney Wasp Junior engines. Cruis-

ing speed is said to be in excess of

200 m.p.h.

When tests are completed the first of

the Electras is scheduled for delivery to

Northwest Airways for use on high

speed schedules between the Twin Cities

and Chicago. Pan American Airways

also has several machines of this type on
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A Power Plant

From Overseas

MANY a British lightplane record

has been set by the happy com-
bination of Lt. “Nick” Comper's "Swift"
monoplane and the compact little Pobjoy
engine. Other English manufacturers

—

Monospar, Klemm, Short and Spartan

—

have used Pobjoys in several of their

models. The basic design passed the Air
Ministry’s 50-hour type test in 1928.

Since that time, Pobjoy-powercd ma-
chines have set records between England
and Australia, England and South
Africa, and have twice made the difficult

and dangerous Andean crossing (18,000

ft.) in South America. For the first

time, Pobjoy engines are now available

in the United States through the

Nicholas-Beazley Airplane Company, of

Marshall, Mo.
Three models arc in current produc-

tion by Pobjoy Airmotors, Ltd., the

90-lip. Niagara, the 80-hp. Cataract and
the 70-hp. Cascade. All are seven
cylinder radials, having the same bore
and stroke, the power differences being
obtained by virtue of the speeds which
are respectively 3,200 r.p.m., 2,900 r.p.m.

and 2,600 r.p.m. The Niagara and the

Cataract are both geared, the Cascade
has direct drive.

In many respects the design follows
the lines laid down for radial air-cooled

engines. The cylinders have steel barrels
screwed into aluminum alloy heads.

Crankcase, gear housings, etc., are made

of aluminum and of magnesium alloys,

the former being used for the main sec-

tions and the latter for the covers. Two
overhead valves are fitted per cylinder,

operated by push-rods in the usual man-
ner. The crankshaft is of the single

throw, divided type which permits the

use of a solid master connecting rod, and

is carried on roller bearings. Ignition is

from a special four-pole, stationary con-

tact breaker magneto running at j crank-

shaft speed. Two spark plugs per

cylinder are fitted. The ignition system

may be shielded for radio. For the fuel

system, induction passages are cast in-

tegral with the rear portion of the crank-

case and radiate from a common center

which is warmed by an exhaust heated

“hot spot.” Short tubes with rubber ex-

pansion joints connect the crankcase to

the cylinder heads. To prevent car-

buretor freezing, hot oil from the crank-
case is circulated through passages cored

around the throttle chamber.
Reduction gears are of the double-

helical type and include a shock absorber
to eliminate chattering at low speeds.

Drives for all the auxiliary equipment
are fitted on to the rear crankcase cover.

Connections are provided for gasoline

pumps as well as for r.p.m. indicator and
a mechanical windshield wiper. On the

starboard side of the rear cover a
Veeder type of indicator is sealed in by
the manufacturer to record the number
of engine hours operated. A 60-watt,

twelve-volt generator can be mounted on
the rear end of the engine, driven
through a flexible coupling.

Outstanding feature of the Niagara
engine is the complete cowling system
designed to improve both streamlining

and cooling. A chromium-plated nose-
piece is supported on a tubular ring from
the crankcase. Deflector plates are pro-
vided between the cylinders and tied in

with the cowling in such a way that all

the air which enters the nose-piece is

forced to circulate over the cylinder

heads or around the barrels. Passages
are so shaped that the airflow is at greater
velocity than the speed of flight, thus
making for temperature conditions bet-

ter than those obtainable with a bare
engine. Complete cowling for the rear
portions of the engine, fitted up with suit-

able cylinder head bonnets and air scoops,

has been designed to tie into the nose-

piece. The cowling has been so hinged

that it can be opened up completely to

give access to the engine for adjustment.

A Newcomer,
Under $1,000

AT A TIME when interest is centered

in the developments of a light

plane program tinder the wing of the

Department of Commerce, a newcomer
in this class has put in an appearance in

the vicinity of Wichita. This little ship

is the product of the Straughan Air-

plane Company. It is built around a

modified Ford Model A four-cylinder

engine, rated at 40 hp. at 1,900 r.p.m.

The machine is a conventional biplane

with steel tube fuselage, wooden framed
wings and fabric covering. Landing
gear and tail surfaces are of welded steel

tubing. It is arranged for side-by-side

seating for two people.

At 1,400 ft. above sea level, the plane

has shown a top speed of 80 m.p.h. The
general specifications as given by the

manufacturer are: span. 28 ft. 6 in.;

length overall. 19 ft. 8J in.; weight

empty, 581 lb.; gross weight, 998 lb.;

iuel capacity 7 gal.; fuel consumption
I cruising) 3.5 gal. per hour.

atnri
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Instrument Flying, by Howard C.

Stark; Published by James Stark,

Pawling, N. Y.; 1934; 76 pages; $2.

«« TNSTRUMENT FLYING" is

JL especially written for pilots en-

gaged in airline operation. There scents

to be a need for a co-ordinate system
of instruction in the technique of blind

flying, and Mr. Stark should be con-

gratulated for publishing a book which
fills this need. lie has wisely refrained

from going into such problems as dead
reckoning, drift computing, and other

information which can be"found in any
standard book on navigation.

The author has done well to include

at the outset of his book a quotation

from an article by P. R. Bassett, chief

engineer of the Sperry Gyroscope Com-
pany. In this article an analysis is

given of a body with six degrees of

freedom, which shows conclusively that

it is necessary to have two groups of

instruments, rate and amount, in order

to correlate the position of such a body
to known co-ordinates. An effective

illustration simplifies the problem for

the reader and enables him to follow

this line of reasoning.

Upon the arrangement of indicating

devices in the cockpit Mr. Stark bases

his whole method of instruction.

Whether or not his readers will agree

that Mr. Stark's grouping is the only

correct one is questionable, but surely

all will admit that a logical system based

on instruments is much more conducive

to keeping the craft on an even keel

than flying with a haphazard arrange-
ment. Mr. Stark will have an oppor-

tunity to test the correctness of his

ideas very thoroughly, as he is now en-

gaged in instructing the K. L. M. pilots

in Holland in blind and night flying.

On the whole, Mr. Stark’s method of

instruction is very graphic, and after

reading this book, a young pilot will

probably feel that he is able to fly

an airplane for hours in any kind of

weather. Fortunately, the author is

sufficiently emphatic on the need of

training practice so that a fledgeling

will probably realize that proper in-

struction with an intelligent mentor will

solve more quickly the difficulty of ob-

taining the S.A.T. Rating.

In the reviewer’s opinion the last

chapter explaining blind landing meth-

ods could be improved upon. The in-

clusion of the landing method employ-

ing lights could well be omitted, as it

seems somewhat impractical and at least

needs farther development.

Epidemiology in Relation to Air
Travel, by Arthur Massey; H. K.
Lewis & Company. Lid.; London, 1933;

59 pages; $2.25 approximately.

AMONG the unexpected problems of

air transport is the possible intro-

duction of tropical disease into the

temperate zone on board of aircraft

making the trip front the tropics so

swiftly that the normal quarantine

period for the incubation of the disease

would not have passed before the pas-

sengers were discharged at their des-

tination. Dr. Massey treats of that

danger in full, with facts and figures,

with maps showing the zones where
yellow fever, cholera and plague nor-

mally occur, and with tabulations of

the numbers of mosquitoes that have
been found upon transport planes.

The Stresses in Aeroplane Struc-
tures, by H. B. Howard; Pitman Pub-
lishing Corporation, New York and
London: 1933, 264 pages, $5.

FROM Genesis of Revelation, Mr.
Howard proceeds with dizzying

speed, and if the reader is a little

breathless at the end of the voyage it

will not be surprising. A book on stress

analysis that starts with the statement:

“If a straight rod or bar of steel or

other structural material is subjected to

a pull in the direction of its length, an
elongation of the rod is observable,”

and goes straight forward from that

statement by easy stages to reach the

complete mathematical analysis of the

elliptically-tapered strut on page 110,

is hitting a pace that only the very ex-

ceptional student will be able to meet.

From tapered struts the trail continues

through continuous beams, redundant

structures, and torsion. Practically the

first 90 per cent of the book’s length

is devoted to the general principles f

applied mechanics and the strength of

materials, with only incidental reference

to airplane design. Space is found

for some very interesting material on
graphical methods applied to beams.

The last fifteen pages are devoted to

aircraft stress analysis proper, and are

brief to the point of being casual. The
closest study of the chapter dealing with

“The Loads Upon an Airplane” will
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not reveal that a load factor of more
than 4.8 has ever been encountered in

flight, nor is there any indication that

load-factor researches have ever been
made outside of Great Britain, except

for a simple and unqualified statement

that “extensive measurements of ac-

celeration due to gusts have been made
in America.”

The Autociro and How to Fly It, by
Reginald Brie; Pitman Publishing Cor-
poration; New York; 82 pages: $1.75.

M R. BRIE can be defined in a single

phrase as the Jim Ray of England.

For several years he has been diligently

engaged in demonstrating the parlor

tricks of the autogiro at flying fields all

over the British Isles, and now he has

undertaken to take the public into his

confidence about how it docs it.

He speaks frankly as an autogiro

partisan. Adopting the question-and-

anstver method that was used in Avia-
tion in April, 1931, when the editor

put questions about the alleged faults

and fallacies of the rotor type of air-

craft and Mr. Pitcairn answered them,

Mr. Brie provides both questions and
answers himself to explain the simple

theory of the autogiro, the general per-

formance characteristics and capabilities,

and the technique of pilotage. The
chapter on flying would be a useful pre-

liminary to a course of instruction in

the air. and a useful supplement to re-

fresh the memory after experience in

the air was over for the moment, but

one would hardly recommend that an

airplane pilot attempt to fly an autogiro

for himself with no information beyond

what Mr. Brie’s book provides. Obvi-

ously a book of 80 pages has to be

limited on every heading to the briefest

and, in this case, to the most elementary

treatment. Nevertheless the engineer

who has not yet given any thought to

the autogiro will find it a very useful in-

troduction, as will the pilot similarly

un instructed in the specialty of gyrating

flight. The book terminates with a

chapter on maintenance, but that cannot

be recommended as of any particular

value to American mechanical forces,

as it refers entirely to the British model
—of which drawings and a reasonably

detailed description are given. For the

American, the Pitcairn and Kellett in-

struction books would be more useful.

A Correction

ATTENTION has been called to an

error which appeared in our book

review columns in the February. 1934.

issue. A study entitled “Financial

Policies in the Aviation Industry” is by

Professor Paul A. Dodd of the Uni-

versity of California at Los Angeles.

Westbrook Publishing Company of

Philadelphia, Pa., are the publishers.

The price is $3.
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AIRPLANE ACCESSORIES Tie rods (catalog)

The Macwhytc Company.
Kenosha, H'is.

C ATALOG A-5 (February, 1934) covering all types
of aircraft tie-rods available on request. Products in-

clude round, square, streamline (lenticular), and true
streamline rods in all sizes up to and including 14 in. diam-
eter. Can be furnished in half-hard carbon steel, or in

stainless steel. Catalog also contains complete engineering
data on terminals, fittings and accessories.

INSTRUMENTS Indirect lighting device

Kollsman Instrument Company,
1 Junius Street, Brooklyn

,
N. Y.

TMPROVEMENT in instrument lighting and mountingl announced. Individual lamps (0.115 amp.) easily re-
placable from front of board. No glare or radio inter-
ference. intensity controllable. Applicable to planes having
no battery system. New instrument mounting permits quick
installation and removal from front of board by removing
one screw. Flush mounting, standard appearance.

Aviation. April, I Aviation, April, 1934

AIRPLANE ACCESSORIES

Firestone Tire and Rubber Company,
Akron, Ohio

PARTS

The Eaton Manufacturing
Cleveland, Ohio

Company.

A NEW TYPE commercial non-skid tread design which
is available in the popular 15.00-16 and other sizes has

been developed to give high braking efficiency and long
wear. Weights are below the range specified by the U. S.
Army Air Corps. Made by the Firestone gum dipped
process. Developed and tested in active service on two
company-owned Ford transport airplanes.

THE Wilcox-Rich Division of this company has de-
veloped and marketed salt-cooled valves for airplane

and automobile engines. Hollow stems and heads are filled
with metallic sodium for cooling. Sub-licenses to manu-
facture these valves abroad have recently been taken by
Rolls-Royce in England and Hispano-Suiza in France
through the Bristol Engine Company, European licensee.
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ENGINE ACCESSORIES Push rod gaskets

Air Transport Equipment, Inc.,

Roosevelt Field, Garden City, L. I., N. Y.

PUSH ROD GASKETS of a new type made up of a
recently developed non-soluble rubber compound known

as Nonsol now available for all types and sizes of aircraft
engines. These gaskets have been tested under a wide
range of conditions by a leading airline on Wasp engines
and have been found to be satisfactory. Full details avail-
able on application to manufacturer.

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT Vibration tester

The Sperry Gyroscope Company.
Sperry Building, Brooklyn, N. Y.

S
PECIAL instrument has been developed for testing

strument boards. Consists of heavy handle on which a
precision indicator gage graduated in thousandths of an
inch is mounted. By pressing the shaft of the indicator
against a vibrating body amplitudes of as little as 0.0005 in.

may be read directly from the dial.

ENGINE ACCESSORIES Fuel pump

Evans Appliance Company,
Detroit, Mich.

A NEW TYPE fuel pump, the E-8, is being marketed
which incorporates many new features. A flexible

shaft connection eliminates breakage, a sylphon type seal
prevents leakage after long use. and an internal relief valve
is built in as an integral part of the pump to regulate pres-
sure at the carburetor. The pump will deliver 280-300 lb.

per hour free flow. It weighs 2J lb.

PARTS Fastening Devices (catalog)

Parker-Kalon Corporation,
200 Varick Street, New York, N.

THE fourth edition of the Parker-Kalon Data Book has
just been issued and is available upon request. It con-

tains specifications and technical data on various types of
self-tapping screws, nails, etc. Although these fasteners
are adaptable to a wide range of materials and uses, cer-
tain styles are particularly useful in aircraft construction
for sheet metal fastenings, etc.
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BENDIX
Streamline Wheels and Brakes

These wheels were developed to meet the

conditions imposed by tires of a new design.

This condition involved design to meet a pre-

determined form with a resultant maximum
of strength and minimum of weight within

that form. Brake development, though inci-

dental, was along similar lines, in that maxi-

mum controllable power with minimum weight

was sought. These structures are a valuable

addition to the reduction of parasite in fixed

landing gears.

Streamline Tail Wheel

Knuckle Assembly

A series, divided into two parts,

designed and built to meet Air

Corps tentative standards: 8 and

lOi inch sizes steerable, as well

as swivelable 360 degrees for

ground handling. Larger sizes

swivelable 360 degrees, but not

steerable. All sizes damped to

prevent shimmy. Developed by

the Air Corps in the quest for

reduced parasite and used with

streamline tail wheels and

Bendix Pneudraulic Struts

The result of more than three

years of careful research. De-
signed in each case for the par-

ticular structure into which it is to

be fitted. A development carefully

worked out to give maximum
shock dissipation for minimum
load on the structure, and maxi-

mum comfort in taxi-ing with

minimum weight. Can be de-

signed to operate on any size air-

craft, both for landing gear and
tail wheel work.

Bendix Standard Pilot Seat

Developed to meet both U. S. Army Air Corps and U. S.

Navy, Bureau of Aeronautics, requirements. Designed to

reduce service stocks to a minimum by the use of a single

seat. Utilizes latest knowledge regarding forming of

aluminum alloys, the use of electric welding and of special

machinery. This seat has passed all tests and weighs, com-

pletely painted, six and one half pounds, a major reduction

in weight.

BENDIX PRODUCTS CORPORATION
AIRPLANE WHEEL and BRAKE DIVISION

SOUTH BEND INDIANA
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WITH ADDED SAFETY

THE TEXAS COMPANY

THERE’S AN EXTRA MARGIN
rilj in Texaco Lubrication,

o Airplane Oils arc always uni-

form. resistant to oxidation anil sludg-

ing and free front the impurities which

form hard carbon. You can depend ^ ,4'

on them. Texaco refining and the ex- Y|
traordinur\ care in lesliugin<ure their 1

performance under every extreni

temperature cltunge and altitude.

Texaco Airplane Oils bring that I

comforting assurance that oil liuesj

are clear and that every part of

motor is receiving the effect!

cation upon which its life and

safety depend.

Use Texaco Airplane Oils and enjoy

freedom from care, true economy and

longer engine life. Texaco Aviation

Products are available at principal

airports throughout the United States.

?

“ #

TEX’ACO

TEXACO

AVIATION
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RCA VICTOR

AIRCRAFT RADIOBEACON

RECEIVER AVR-2

PERMITS COMPLETE COVERAGE of all airways radio stations within range

operated by the Airways Division, U. S. Department of Commerce—also

Airport Radio Traffic Control Stations.

PROVIDES RADIOBEACON RECEPTION, Airways Weather Report Reception,

and Traffic Control Reception.

APPLICABLE TO ANY AIRCRAFT, small or large. Remote or local control.

INVALUABLE FOR "BLIND" FLYING OR FOR POOR VISIBILITY CONDITIONS.

ALWAYS USEFUL—BUT OFTEN NEEDED URGENTLY.

Equipment packed complete in box, ready for immediate installation and

connection to ship’s 6-volt or 12-volt battery, as specified.

For information or demonstration, communicate with AIR ASSOCIATES, INC.

Post Office Box 333 5300 West 63rd Street

Garden City, L. I, N. Y. Chicago, III.

(Located on Roosevelt Field) (Located on Chicago Municipal

Airport)

Glendale, G
(Located on Gran

Airport)

] RQT VICTOR RCA VICTOR COMPANY. INC.

Camden,N.J. "Radio Headquarters"

i
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TEN YEARS OF DOUGLAS PROGRESS

r
J''EN years after

those pioneer-

ing Douglas planes

established their premature record of

being the first to fly around the world,

Douglas has introduced its new Trans-

port. (£ And here again Douglas has

pioneered an entirely new standard of

air transport luxury and speed. (( The
three Douglas planes in 1924 averaged

90 m.p.h., for their flying time around

the world— a remarkable record then.

But on the night of February 18, last,

the Douglas Transport averaged 211

m.p.h. for the 2609

miles from Los An-

geles to New York,
while its passengers relaxed in the lux-

urious comfort of its soundproofed

salon. (( Ten years, and more, of en-

gineering progress are behind this

new luxurious master of the airways.

(£ Douglas is naturally proud of what

has been accomplished, hut only inso-

far as each succeeding advancement

forms a stepping stone to even great-

er progress. Douglas Aircraft Company

Inc., Santa Monica, California, U. S. A.

DOUGLAS TRANSPORT

AVIATION
April, 1934

Weston Electrical Instruments on all TWA Douglas Planes: Tachometers • Cylinder Temperature Indicators

Air Temperature Indicators • Oil Temperature Indicators • Carburetor AirTemperature Ind icators • Voltammetere

a'if/j c£iyiesic£a££tt

WESTON INSTRUMENTS
Just a glance at the instrument board and the pilot has
accurate knowledge of engine operating conditions on these
TWA Douglas Airliners. Air temperatures, oil temperature
and engine speeds are indicated electrically with Weston
Instruments. Thus inaccuracies due to tube leakage and weight
and wear of long shafts are eliminated. Installation is easy
and rapid ... an electrical connection completes the job.
And maintenance becomes a negligible item.

For your planes, you will want the economies and advan-
tages of electrical indication. Complete information on all

Weston Electrical Aircraft Instruments is available. Write
today . . . Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation, 616
Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, New Jersey.

Weston H
Instruments
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Reflecting the Quality

ith the increasing speeds, heavier loads

and wider cruising range ofmodern planes,

the quality of the ball bearings which safeguard

control becomes increasingly

important. When you buy

Fafnir Aircraft Bearings you

are assured that bearings of a

known excellence— the stan-

dard ofthe industry—are going

into your ships. You gain the

service ofthe company with the

longestand most widespread ex-

perience in the application ofball bearings to con-

trol systems. You know that your requirements

will be filled with a promptness second to none.

The close cooperation with leading builders

of aircraft which developed the Fafnir line, is

as active today as ever. All of these features are

protecting the aircraft companies that can afford

no less than the best in quality, experience and

service. The Fafnir Bearing Company,
,7^(ew Britain, Conn. Atlanta . . . Chicago . . .

Cleveland . . . Dallas . . . Detroit . . . Milwaukee

. . . New York . . . Philadelphia.

FAFNIR BAH BEARINGS

AVIATION 13

April, 1934

••WHERE PRECISION COUNTS
O Machinists— bending over lathes, nulling machines,

shapers—master workers who form just a part of that

organization of craftsmen responsible for the reputation

of Boeing planes. . . . Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle,

subsidiary of United Aircraft and Transport Corporation.

•KOIIN I, HAS AEWAN8 Kill E
lOMOKKOn'S A1RPU111ES TOD/1V
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Kollsman rectourn

u
KOLLSMAN SENSITIVE ALTIMETER TYPE 76-02 §

H
• TACHOMETERS • MANIFOLO PRESSURE GAGES • FUEL QUANTITY GAGE • AIR SPEEO INDICATORS-

TheprecisionoftheKollsmanSensitiveAltimeter wasdemon-

strated the first time in Major James Doolittle’s "blind flight”

experiments in September, 1929. Its dependability under

the most adverse conditions was proved in Wiley Post’s

"around-the-world flight.” In thousands of planes it is an

indispensable factor of safety.

Recognizing the importance of such an instrument, the

U. S. Air Services have adopted the Sensitive Altimeter as

standard equipment, and the Department of Commerce re-

quires its use on every Air Line passenger plane. Conse-

quently, the Kollsman Sensitive Altimeter is in service on

the airplanes of 25 air. transport companies and it is found

on the instrument panels of practically all U. S. Army and

Navy planes. Foreign Governments as well as private pilots

the world over are becoming increasingly aware of the out-

standing qualities of this unique instrument.

It reads like a clock— the large pointer in hundreds and

the small pointer in thousands. It is adjustable by a

barometric pressure scale, or by markers along the altitude

scale; available in ranges of20,000 ft., 35,000 ft., and 10,000

meters; also to order in ranges of 50,000 ft. and 16,000

meters; barometric pressure scale graduated in inches or

millimeters of mercury, or in millibars. Standard mounting.

It combines the functions of four instruments—high range

altimeter, landing altimeter, level flight indicator, climb

and descent indicator. Writefor the Kollsman Catalog.

KOLLSMAN INSTRUMENT COMPANY
3 JUNIUS STREET, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK

KOLLSMAN
PRECISION AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS

Consolidated Aircraft Corporation has

served the U. S. Army Air Corps and

the U. S. Naval Air Service, in the

design and development of its five

latest types presented here .... five

formidable weapons of national de-

fense, each embodying important

new discoveries in aerodynamics, in

construction and in military efficiency

CONSOLIDATED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION • BUFFALO N Y-
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McGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc.

AVIATION
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Aaufl/u/"
They’ll "KEEP ALERT" in 1934

HOW ABOUT YOU?
In 1933, 230,000 key men in business and in-

dustry decided to make sure they know what’s

going on in their fields. So they joined the

thousands of others who are keeping alert by

reading McGraw-Hill publications regularly.

To these men now comes each week or each

month (as the case may be) news of the latest

developments that concern them and their jobs.

New products, new marketing ideas, new pro-

duction twists. Descriptions of the important

jobs that are being done or have been done in

their fields. Reports and interpretations of

legal, financial, political events that have a

bearing on their work. All this written and

edited by men whose names command respect.

Are you and your department heads taking ad-

vantage of a McGraw-Hill service? Or does

your business news still come by the "grape-

vine” system . . . days or weeks or months

after your competitors have read it and used it?

UT YOURSELF AND YOUR COMPANY ON A “KEEP ALERT" PROGRAM

1934 will be a year of opportunity—for those who know

how to grasp it before the other fellow. Don’t be left be-

hind. Resolve now that you and your employees will keep

abreast of today's rapidly changing conditions—will know

what to expect next by following closely what has just hap-

pened. An excellent plan is for your company to adopt

such a program as this: Mail the Coupon Today!

business or industry by reading regularly the leading paper

in your field.

McGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY. INC.
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Recognized as the central and most important instru-

ment for blind flying, the Pioneer Turn Indicator

instantly shows the slightest divergence from straight

flight. The operation of the Turn Indicator is positive

regardless of the flying position of the airplane • With

the Bank Indicator (built into the dial of all Turn

Indicators), the Pilot is able to maintain a laterally

level attitude while flying straight and to bank at the proper angle when turning. Write for our

new booklet which illustrates and briefly describes twenty-seven important Pioneer Instruments.

Indispensable

PIONEER TURN INDICATOR

PIONEER INSTRUMENTS
PIONEER INSTRUMENT COMPANY INCORPORATED

EVANS APPLIANCE CO . MICHIGAN
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Aviation
Edited by men who fly

Do you know

that . . .

way of knowing in ad-

I ns it re your receiving

AVIATION regularly by

filling in the coupon below,

today . . .

AVIATION 21

SKY
PHILOSOPHY?

New York City.

You Get More for Your

Money from Stinson

In the 1934 Stinson Reliant, you get an Airliner

the private flier.

You get the new Safety feature SELECTIV

GLIDE, made possible with Stinson Speed

You get cross-country reliability and cont-

orts formerly found only in airline transport

>lanes or in planes in the $10,000 price class.

Only in the Stinson Reliant can you get the

eliable 225 H.P. Lycoming transport motor.

The motor is what counts most when you buy

a plane. Beauty, comfort, stability and low

operating costs are important. Ability to take

off quickly, to land in a short space and to

tures which Stinson gives in full n

?

STINSON AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
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Just Published
' new volumes in the series of

ENGINEERING SOCIETIES MONOGRAPHS

' Fundamentals of Hydro'

and Aeromechanics

270 pages, 6x9, 186 illustrations, $4.ot

THE first of two volumes covering the fundamentals

of hydrodynamics and aerodynamics and their

applications to engineering problems. This book gives a

concise treatment of hydrostatics and a more elaborate

treatment of aerostatics. The largest part of the volume

treats the so-called classical hydrodynamics. Another

chapter discusses the basic assumptions and experimental

data regarding viscosity of fluids, and from this the gen-

eral equations are fully deducted. The trend throughout

is to show a closer relationship between theoretical and

experimental development. The books are written so

that each may be used separately.

f Applied Hydro-

[

and Aeromechanics
Baud on lectures of L. PRANDTL

By O. G. TIETJENS

i. 3:; pages, 6x9, 294 illustrations, $4.00

THIS volume begins with a discussion of the laws of

mechanical similarity and the rules regarding model

tests. The resistance of bodies moving through fluids is

treated in detail and the important conception of stream-

lining is emphasized. A large part of the book deals with

two-dimensional and three-dimensional airfoil theory.

A special chapter covers fundamental experimental

methods, methods of measuring velocities and pressures

of flowing fluids, design of wind tunnels, methods of

making visible flow lines, etc. A large number of valu-

able photographs of flow patterns are included.

See these bool(S for to days on approval
Send this coupon

KIRKHAM SERVICE
Under the personal supervision of CHAS. B. KIRKHAM

DESIGN • DEVELOPMENT . PRODUCTION OF
AIRPLANES . ENGINES . AIRCRAFT PARTS

Designers and Engineers . . .

Contract Work . . . Heat Treat-

ing .. . Cadmium Plating and

Our exceptional facilities

for the production of metal

parts for both military and
commercial planes are now being used by leading manufacturers

of service planes and by the Army Air Corps.

We offer the facilities of a large, up-to-date and completely
equipped^ plant under the ^personal direction of Charles B.

originator of many widely used aircraft parts, and with a staff of

It will pay you to find out how economically and efficiently

Kirkham Service can meet your production needs. Let us help
you in your development work, or quote you on your next

contract production job. All transactions are, of course, strictly

confidential,

KIRKHAM ENGINEERING &
MANUFACTURING CORPORATION

FARMINCDALE.i l.

Contractors to the U S. Army

Don’t Overlook
Opportunities

Men who regularly keep

in touch with the market

through other channels

often overlook the many
opportunities that are

to be found in the

Searchlight Section
For Every Business Want

“Think Searchlight First"

MACHINERY
MATERIAL

PARTS

EQUIPMENT
ACCESSORIES

SUPPLIES

FLIGHT

FACTORY EFFICIENCY ON OVER-
HAULS AVAILABLE TO PRATT
& WHITNEY ENGINE OWNERS

Special precision tools are

used for gauging parts

standard overhaul

Aitport Super-

Boston* Transcript, rare • 'The author*

w,,.,. „ ....... VicO’PtOSietOt.
United AImalt aar^ Traosporraetee

literary ^Loneertns

and inspection
**““1

are used in the v',or

Pratt & Whitney engine over-

haul shop.

In addition, all suggestions from
outside shops are tested out and
if proved successful are incorpo-

Pralt & Whitney engine c

has thus been de-

veloped from the best practices

of factory and held.

A Pratt & Whitney overhaul it

as complete and efficient as the

most modern facilities can make

oeotal d Western An.
j

THE UNITED AIRPORTS OF CONNECTICUT, INC.
Dlvtaion a( United Ateeeolt & Ttonaport Corpo.ot.on

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

practical kccvTedga ot flylnt and— . anrhjalaam tn writing aht

LITTLE, BROWN & CO., Publishers, Boston

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

GRANVILLE, MILLER & DE LACKNER

AERONAUTiCAL' ENGINEERS

SCHOOLS

»T ITANINE»
TITANINE INC. UNION, N. J.

If you use

B A 30
BALLOON AND AEROPLANE

for your fabric requirements you
will find it most economical. Its

slightly higher initial cost is more

than offset by savings effected on
doping costs. Try a roll and be

convinced I

Wellington Sears Co.
65 Worth St., New York City

IMPROVED POPES
PHENIX CLEAR NITRATE DOPES
Clear—51,05 per pal. In 50 pa|. Draini incjndtd

PlllnullU^Sl’90 par pllAt^S

m
°PHExix AIRCRAFT PRODUCTS CO.

USE AIR EXPRESS FOR RUSH DELIVERIES

STANAVOl ROCKER ARM GREASE
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Take the
* front *

door to

Aviation

NO NEED to begin an aviation career with “pick-

up” flying habits when you can draw upon the

world’s most up-to-date commercial flying experience

for your training!

The manufacturing knowledge of the “United”

group— the Boeing, Sikorsky, Chance Vought and

Stcarman airplane factories, Hamilton Standard Pro-

peller and Pratt & Whitney— is the foundation of your

ground training at the Boeing School. The 60,000,000

miles of United Air Lines’ mail-and-passenger trans-

portation experience is a yardstick for all ofyour train-

ing. You’re “
seasoned” when you graduate!

That is why Boeing training is today’s front door

to the aviation developments of tomorrow. You learn

all that can be learned at any flying school, with the

added advantage of practical daily contacts with United

Air Lines’ operations.

Your copy of the current Boeing Bulletin, illus-

trated and fully descriptive, is ready. Send for it; com-

pare Boeing courses with any other. The coupon below

THE BEST TRAINING
SEES YOU FARTHEST
Next regular enrollment, July 3

BOEING
BERRYLOID

CLEAR NITRATE DOPE
AND

BERRYLOID

PIGMENTED DOPES
are standard on 1933-1934 Waco
airplanes. Fine planes—fine finishes.

BERRY BROTHERS
PAINTS - VARNISHES - ENAMELS - LACQUERS
DETROIT, MICHIGAN WALKER VILLE, ONTARIO

AVIATION
April, 1934
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Boeing School
offers

HOME STUDY COURSES
—FOR MEN IN THE INDUSTRY

jfji -iif,

y

PRECISION

B E A R I N G S

•ggRftA^jWFMAMIf

; SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS

assr-

F.mployment “Opportunities”

«stjks« spaasur" 1

Equipment “Opportunities”

Business “Opportunities”SS=“



THE B. G. CORPORATION
136 WEST 52nd STREET, NEW YORK Cable Address: Golsteco, New York

THE CHOICE

OF THE

AV I ATI ON
INDUSTRY

B. G. Mica Aviation Spark Plugs—patented
in the United States and other countries

—

are standard equipment of the engine manu-
facturers and the transport lines. They are,

also, the preference of the pilots.

The B. G. Corporation is contractor to the
United States Army and Navy Air Services.

Constant improvement in these always bet-

ter plugs has kept them abreast with every
demand of the industry and gained for them
an unequalled record of satisfactory per-

formance under every flying condition.

AVIATION'
April, 1934



Top speed 221 m.p.h. 500 pounds of cargo

Cruising speed 203 m.p.li. Bimotor Safety

10 passengers, 2 pilots Unsurpassed economy

THE EMPHATIC ANSWER TO AVIATION'S PROBLEM
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, Burbank, California

European Agent: Anthony H. G. Fokker, Gen. Mgr., Nederlandsche Vlitgtuigtn Fabriek Fokktr, Amsterdam, Holland.


